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Attorney general slot in question 
By Lara Jak» Jordan 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — Attorney 
General Alberto Gonzales' 
replacement—whoever (hat may 
be — faces a potentially nasty 
Senate confirmation and a belea- 
guered fustics Department badly 
in need of leadership. 
Gonzales' resignation, 
announced Monday, cheered 
his critics who for months had 
demanded the attorney general 
quit over questions about his 
credibility. 
Filling his job could lead to 
a new standoff between White 
House Republicans and the 
Democratic-led Congress, ex pens 
said, even as names of possible 
successors began to surface. 
"Selecting a successor to 
Gonzales will be a challenge 
because the Senate is unlikely to 
confirm anyone as aggressive as 
Gonzales in the defense of execu- 
tive power and the practice of 
secrecy," said Peter Shane, profes- 
sor at The Ohio State University 
Moritz College of Law. 
But the White House is unlikely 
to let Congress dictate who gets 
the job. 
Someone like former Sen. lack 
Danfortb, R-Mo.. for example, 
"might be too liberal for the base," 
said I lunter College political sci- 
entist Kenneth Sherrill, referring 
to Republican conservatives who 
make up President Hush's core 
supporters. 
A more intriguing pick. Sherrill 
said,wouldbe Sen.loelielK-rman, 
the hawkish Connecticut 
Democrat whose nomination 
wouldallowhisstate'sRepublican 
governor to appoint his replace- 
ment — wresting control of the 
Senate from Democrats to a tie 
between the two parties. 
lor now, Solicitor General Paul 
Clement will head the lustice 
See GONZALES | Page 2 
Bands of America to feature BGSU marching band 
LOUD AND PROUD: Mark Travis stands a! parade rest during matching band auditions 
JORDAN HOWER     ■-•■,:.'. 
Big band to the 
grand stands 
By Tannan Gliatla 
Reporter 
The University's marching band 
has been selected to perform 
at the Bands of America Grand 
National Championships in 
November. 
Bands of America is an orga- 
nization that holds regional and 
national championships for high 
school marching bands. While 
the competition is for high school 
bands, according to the Band of 
America's Web site, the goal of the 
program is to "not only provide 
a venue to showcase America's 
outstanding high school bands, 
but also provide an experience 
that excites and motivates band 
programs at all levels." 
The University's marching 
band has been selected as the 
sole university band to perform 
during the three-day champion- 
ships in Indianapolis. 
Richard Kennell, dean of the 
College of Musical Arts, believes 
this experience will be valuable 
for students and the University. 
'The band is able to perform a 
quality, national presentation for 
a critical audience. It challenges 
the band to perform at the high- 
est level," Kennell said. 
Bruce Moss, director of bands, 
said the audience at Bands of 
America is unique. 
"It is different from the audi- 
ence at football games. These 
people are knowledgeable and 
gearedtowardsmarchingbands." 
Moss said. 
While many of those in atten- 
dance at the Bands of America 
show will be fans and critics of 
marching bands. Carol 1 lay ward, 
band activities director, said the 
show will be a way to reach new 
people. 
"The national exposure is 
extremely valuable and an 
incredible opportunity to be seen 
by a new audience," Hayward 
■aid. 
See BAND | Page 2 
JORDAN FLOWER. I MM NEWS 




By Jo.. M.IK,., 
The Associated Press 
CI.F.VF.UND — Cleveland was 
ranked as the nation's fourth 
poorest big city yesterday after 
spending two of the last three 
years at the top of the U.S. 
Census Bureau's list. 
Cleveland was behind Detroit. 
Buffalo, N.Y.. and Cincinnati, 
which jumped from No. 8 on 
last year's list, according to data 
from the American Community 
Survey. The rankings reflect the 
number of people living below 
the poverty level in 2006. 
The survey indicates that 27 
percent of Cleveland's popula- 
tion was below the poverty level 
last year, compared with 32.4 
percent in 2005. 
Cincinnati, which had 27.8 
percent of its residents living 
in poverty in 2006, has seen 
increases in each of the last 
three years. The Ohio River city 
was No. 22 in 2004 with 19.6 
percent and last year entered the 
top 10 with 25 percent living in 
poverty. 
Although Cincinnati ranked 
one spot ahead of Cleveland, 
when accounting for the margin 
of error, the estimates for the 
two cities were not significantly 
different. 
The ranking includes all U.S. 
cities with 250.000 or more peo- 
ple. 
Cleveland Mayor Frank 
lackson recently questioned 
the methodology of the pov- 
erty ranking, pointing out that 
Cleveland ranked 12th in pov- 
erty two years ago. 
"It really doesn't mean any- 
thing." lackson said yesterday. 
"We went from 1 to 12 to 1. 
Now we're 4. That doesn't really 
reflect our overall condition. 
Cleveland like most major urban 
See CLEVELAND Page 2 
Check out page 7 
n Focus 
Once each 
month, on the 
last Wednesday, 
the In Focus will 
be exploring one 
topic in depth. 
Each section has 
a theme - or 
issue - that we 
will try to put 
more... in focus. 
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BAND 
From Page I 
In addition to national expo- 
sure and publicity lor the march- 
ing hand, the experience will be 
useful for students once they 
graduate. I layward continued. 
This is an opportunity to see 
some of the best high school 
hands perform, and many of our 
students are music education 
majors with aspirations of being 
future hand directors," I layward 
said 
I he marching band has 
been preparing for the Hands of 
America show and otlier upcom- 
ing shows simultaneously, Moss 
said. 
The 220-member band will 
travel to Indianapolis to perform 
at the RCA Dome on Saturday, 
Nov. 17. This is the final year the 
competition will be held at the 
Colts' stadium because the dome 
will be demolished in 2008. 
"Ibis is the big one since this 
is the final year at the Dome,' 
I lay ward said. 
Kcnnell said the Hands of 
America show is a great oppor- 
tunity and honor for all those 
involved. 




centers has problems, particu- 
larly Midwestern cities where 
we have an old industrial base." 
lackson's response was far 
different from former Mayoi 
lane Campbell, whose admin 
istration celebrated losing the 
unwanted distinction when 
Cleveland fell from the top of 
the list to No, 12 in 2005. 
Delaware County bad the 
ninth lowest poverty rate among 
counties with populations 
between  65.000  and  2-10.999. 
I ocated just north of Columbus, 
the county had '.i.l percent of its 
population living in poverty. 
Overall, the nation's pover- 
ty rale dropped last year, the 
first significant decline since 
President Hush took office. 
Hie Census Bureau reported 
that 30.5 million Americans, or 
I2.:i percent, were living in pov- 
erty last year- down from I2.fi 
percent in 2005. 
POVERTY RATES DOWN ACROSS THE NATION 
The number of people living in poverty dropped last year, 
the most significant dtop since 2000 
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From Page I 
Department until a replace- 
ment is found. Amongthe pos- 
sible successors whose names 
were floated Monday: 
— Homeland Security 
Secretary Michael Chertoff, 
a former assistant attorney 
general and federal judge who 
commands the legal exper- 
tise that (ionzales lacked. 
However. Chertoff faced 
intense criticism and calls 
for bis own resignation after 
Homeland Security's slug- 
gish response to Hurricane 
katrina in 2005. 
— Sen. Orrin Hatch, R- 
lllah, the top Republican 
on the Senate Judiciary 
Committee for a decade 
before relinquishing that 
standing in 2005. In April, 
I latch said "it would he real- 
ly tough for me to get con- 
firmed" but that "I would 
serve this country in anyway 
I could." 
— Asa Hutchinson of 
Arkansas, a conservative for- 
mer U.S. attorney, congress- 
man, Drug Enforcement 
Administration chief and 
border security director 
at the Homeland Security 
Department. Hutchinson, 
whom an aide said was on 
his way to Washington on 
Monday afternoon, could 
run afoul of Democrats for 
his role in the impeachment 
of former President Clinton. 
— Acting Deputy Attorney 
General Craig Morford, a 
20-year federal prosecutor. 
Morford sent former Rep. Jim 
Traficant, D-Ohio. to jail and 
recommended that a fed- 
eral judge toss out verdicts 
against two defendants in the 
nation's first major post-9/11 
terrorism case after finding 
the Justice Department failed 
to turn over documents to 
defense lawyers. 
— former Sol icitorGeneral 
Ted Olson, a courtly conser- 
vative whose wife, Barbara, 
was killed in the Sept. II 
flight that crashed into the 
Pentagon.Olson isnowapart- 
nerat law firm Gibson, Dunn 
& Crotchet in Washington. 
— Former Deputy Attorney 
General George Terwilliger, 
who served during the 
administration of President 
George II.W. Bush and is now 
a partner at White & Case in 
Washington. 
— Former Deputy Attorney 
General Larry Thompson, 
who held the post during the 
current President Bush's first 
two years in office and is now 
general counsel at Pepsi Co. 
— Former Deputy Attorney 
General lames Comey, gen- 
eral counsel at Lockheed 
Martin Co. He is considered 
a longshot at best after defy- 
ing the White I louse's orders 
to continue a domestic spy- 
ing program when he was the 
lustice Department's No. 2 in 
2004. 
— 4th U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals Judge William 
Wilkins, a South Carolina 
jurist who has defended the 
Bush administration's treat- 
ment of enemy combatants 
and reinstated a libel lawsuit 
against The New York Times 
over opinion columns link- 
ing a former Army scientist to 
BLOTTER 
8:32 A.M. 
Three barrels, each valued at $150. 
were stolen from the Easy Street 
Cafe sometime overnight. 
12:05 P.M. 
A silver iPod Nano was left at the 
Copperbeach clubhouse and then 
taken. 
11:02 P.M. 
A group of men were reported to 
be outside the Quick Clean on East 
Wooster Street being loud, possibly 
with open containers of alcohol. The 
men were gone by the time police 
arrived. 
11:46 P.M. 
Mitchell T Mtnadeo. 20. of 
Westlake. Ohio, was cited for 
attempting to use another person's 
ID to get into Uptown. 
k 
ONLINE: Re<id Go to bgnewsxom for 
the complete blotter list 
Search continues for trapped miners in Utah 
By Paul Fay 
The Associated Press 
SALT LAKE CITY—Crews tried 
to lower a robotic camera into a 
Utah mountain yesterday and 
drilled yet another hole into 
the coal mine where six min- 
ers have been trapped for more 
than three weeks. 
Officials hoped the seventh 
hole would break into the coal 
mine's so-called kitchen, a des- 
ignated safety area 1,800 feet 
underground where the min- 
ers could have sought protec- 
tion after the Aug. 6 cave-in. 
Rescuers have detected no sign 
of life from the men. 
The work was interrupted 
Monday by heavy rain that 
washed out work sites on steep 
terrain above the Crandall 
Canyon mine, about 120 miles 
south of Salt Lake City. 
Crews were working to snake 
the robotic camera into an 
undamaged section at the rear 
of the mine through hole No. 3. 
drilled weeks earlier. 
Officials planned to brief 
families on the camera's prog- 
ress yesterday evening, said 
Rich Kulczewski. a spokesman 
for the U.S. Labor Department. 
He said the government would 
not announce any develop- 
ments until after that meet- 
ing. 
"I don't expect there will 
be any shocking news coming 
out of that," said Sonny Olsen, 
a spokesman for some miners' 
families. "I don't thinkanything 
significant is happening yet." 
Federal officials have said 
the instability of the mountain 
makes it too risky to resume 
underground digging or to drill 
a hole wide enough to send a 
manned rescue capsule into 
the mine. 
The robotic camera can 
travel 1.000 feet and has a 200- 
watt light so it can take images 
of objects up to about 50 feet 
away. It is similar to one used 
to search the wreckage of the 
World Trade Center after the 
2001 terrorist attacks in New 
York City. 
It was not certain if the cam- 
era could slip through a raw 
drill hole without getting hung 
up on the way down. The cam- 
era had barely a half-inch of 
room to maneuver. 
No one knows whether the 
six miners survived the Aug. (i 
collapse, which left reinforced 
roofs of mine tunnels mostly 
intact hut blew out the walls, 
hurling chunks of coal like bul- 
lets and blocking passages. 
Horizontal tunneling 
through the rubble was halted 
Aug. I(> after a second cave-in 
killed three rescuers, including 
a federal safety inspector, and 
injured six others. 
Lisa Nowak to plead temporary insanity 
By Travis Reed 
The Associated Press 
ORLANDO, Fla.—Former astro- 
naut Lisa Nowak is pursuing a 
temporary insanity defense on 
(barges that she assaulted and 
tried to kidnap a romantic rival, 
according to a court document 
released yesterday. 
Nowak suffered from major 
depression, obsessive-com- 
pulsive disorder, insomnia and 
"brief psychotic disorder with 
marked stressors," defense attor- 
ney Donald l.ykkebak wrote in 
his notice of intent to rely on the 
insanity defense. 
I le also noted that the already 
petite Nowak recently lost 15 
percent of her body weight and 
struggled with "marital separa- 
tion." 
"liven the most naive observ- 
er should recognize that Lisa 
Nowak's behavior on February 5 
was uncharacteristic and tinpre- 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual errors. 
If you think an error has been made, 
call The BG News at 419-372-6966. 
die teil for such an accomplished 
person with no criminal record 
or history of violence,' lykkebak 
said in a separate public state- 
ment. 
Nowak, II. was arrested in 
February after confronting 
Colleen Sliipman. the girlfriend 
of a former space shuttle pilot 
Nowak had been seeing. The for- 
mer astronaut allegedly stalked 
Shipman at the Orlando airport, 
then attacked her as Sliipman 
arrived at her car. 
Police say the married moth- 
er of three had driven nearly 
1,00(1 miles from Houston to 
Orlando, using diapers to avoid 
taking breaks, and then pep- 
per-sprayed Shipman while 
trying to gel into her vehicle. 
Shipman was able to drive 
away, and Nowak was arrested. 
Police said she had a duffel bag 
with her that contained a Steel 
mallet, 4-inch knife and a lib 
gun. 
Nowak was charged with 
attempted kidnapping, battery 
and burglary with assault and 
has pleaded not guilty. 
She told police said she just 
wanted to talk to Shipman to 
find out "where she stands" 
in the love triangle. She was 
dismissed   from   the   astro- 
naut corps a month after her 
arrest and has a trial set for 
September. 
At a Florida court hearing on 
defense motions Friday, Nowak 
apologized to Shipman. 
She also asked to have her 
electronic monitoring brace- 
let removed, and her attorney 
asked the judge to toss out her 
police interview and evidence 
from a search of her car. Circuit 
lodge Marc I.. Lubet did not 
immediately issue a ruling, 
saying he wanted to hear more 
from both sides. 
"The past six months have 
been very difficult for me. my 
family and others close to me," 
Nowak, a Navy captain and 
pilot, told a crowd of reporters 
outside the courtroom. "I know 
that it must have also been very 
hard for Colleen Shipman, and 
I would like her to know how 
very sorry I am about having 
frightened her in any way and 
about the subsequent public 
harassment that has besieged 
all of us." 
The police officer who had 
interviewed Nowak testified 
Friday that it was the hardest 
of his career. Detective Chris 
Becton described a "chess 
game" in which he and Nowak 
bartered for details and he felt 
like the interview subject. 
Shipman told the judge she 
was still scared of Nowak. 
Nowak is barred from Brevard 
County, where Shipman lives in 
Florida, and she must file notice 
to visit the rest of the state. 
Kepler Funk, an attorney 
for Shipman, said yesterday 
that the defense discussed the 
notice with prosecutors before 
the hearing, and that it should 
have been brought up in court. 
Punk said the medical condi- 
tions mentioned in the filing 
strengthened his argument that 
Nowak's ankle bracelet should 
stay. 
"It is troubling that these 
conditions were not discussed 
in open court on Aug. 24, 2007, 
when the court was tasked with 
determining whether it isappro- 
priate to remove Ms. Nowak's 
ankle monitor," Funk said. 
Two Texas psychiatrists will 
testify to Nowak's condition at 
the time of the alleged attack, 
l.ykkebak wrote in the court fil- 
ing. Under Florida law, a defen- 
dant pleading insanity must 
prove he or she did not under- 
stand their actions or the con- 
sequences, or didn't know they 
were doing anything wrong. 
Debate over baggy 
pants rages in Atlanta 
By Greg BliwsUin 
The Associated Press 
ATI.ANTA — Stri|M>d under- 
pants peeked out of 19-year- 
old lae (Iripe's outfit as she took 
a stand Tuesday at an Atlanta 
City Council meeting next to a 
sign that proclaimed: "Clothes 
are not a crime 
Across the crowded room, 
76-year-old lames Allen was 
making his own statement, 
talking about the start of a "bell 
brigade" thai could one day 
patrol the streets to urge kids 
to pull up their baggy pants. 
It was a snapshot of the 
brewing debate in Atlanta over 
a measure that would outlaw 
baggy pants that show boxer 
shorts or thongs. Offenders 
would risk a civil penalty — 
likely a fine — but no jail time, 
said the proposal's sponsor, 
councilman C.T. Martin. 
"We cannot continue to 
allow our community stan- 
dards to go astray, and not 
stand up," he said. 
Critics have claimed the 
measure is a new form of racial 
profiling that would allow 
police to target young black 
males who wear their pants far 
below the beltline. 
"These are the hope of the 
future of young black men. 
They look at you as role mod- 
els," resident Kim Bryant told 
the panel. "Net you'd be willing 
to put them in jail because they 
didn't wear a belt." 
But if Tuesday's hearing 
was any indication, the divide 
appears to center on age, not 
race. The bill's sponsors are 
black council members, and 
most of the supporters who 
spoke were aging residents 
who peppered their speeches 
with anecdotes of the civil 
rights movement. 
"I don't think we're doing 
our ancestors due justice for 
some of the things we are 
doing today. It's time for us to 
push back." said Ixinnie King, 
an Atlanta resident. "We can- 
not afford to let young people 
decide what's best for our com- 
munity. Young people have a 
lot of good ideas, but wecannot 
allow them to denigrate our 
society." 
The critics, including Cripe, 
a while woman who stood 
silently in the back of the room 
with her striped underwear on 
display, tended to be younger. 
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University officials charged in 
hazing deaths are dismissed 
By Ton. Hester Jr. 
The Associated Press 
TRENTON, N.J. — A judge yes- 
terday dismissed charges against 
two Rider University officials in a 
case involving the drinking death 
of a fraternity pledge. 
Superior Court Judge Maria 
Sypek approved a request by 
Mercer County Prosecutor 
Joseph Bocchini to dismiss the 
aggravated hazing counts against 
Dean of Students Anthony 
Campbell and Ada Badglcy, the 
school's director of Greek life. 
The two administrators 
and three Rider students were 
indicted on Aug. 3 in connection 
with the death of freshman Gary 
DeVercelly Jr., 18, of 1 Ang Beach, 
Calif. 
Prosecutors said they decided 
there wasn't enough evidence to 
take the officials to trial. 
"We could not meet our 
burden of proof," Assistant 
Prosecutor Skylar Weissman said. 
DeVercelly died March 30, a 
day after drinking at a party at 
the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity on 
the private college's campus. 
Authorities said he had a blood- 
alcohol level of 0.426 percent, 
more than five times New 
Jersey's legal limit for driving, 
liadgley was unaware of the 
events that led to DeVercelley's 
death, said her attorney, David 
1-aigaie. 
"Ms. Badgley cannot be guilt)' 
of a crime for something that 
she did not participate in or 
have knowledge of," liiigaie 
said. 
FENCING CLUB SHOWS OFF ON CAMPUS 
JOB0ANFLOWER     '»t tthStrtS 
FENCING: Members of the BGSU fencing club square off in the Union oval Many groups are having outdoor meetings 
University's expensive purchase requires explanation 
COLUMBUS (AP)— University of 
Akion officials will make another 
attempt to publicly explain the 
school's plan to buy a 190-room 
hotel complex for $22.7 million, 
a price more than double its tax 
valuation. 
The university sent a letter 
uf apology to the bipartisan 
Male ( 'onlinlling Board. Which 
approved the deal unanimously 
last week, making it one of the 
most expensive real estate deals 
In an Ohio public universitv in 
two decades. 
University attorney Ted Mallo 
had told the board that Summit 
County appraised the hotel at 
S28 million, but the full value set 
by the county was S9.8 million. 
Board members were left with 
the impression the university 
was paying S5 million leas than 
the value of the property, when it 
is paying 2.3 times more. 
In the apology. Mallo said 
he made a mistake, confusing 
the county's figures with three 
independent property apprais- 
als, which placed a value on the 
eight-story, Quaker Square hotel 
complex between $22.7 million 
and S29.8 million. 
After last week's meeting. 
Controlling Board member Sen. 
Ray Miller, a Democrat from 
Columbus, asked university 
officials to speak to the board 
again, to ftirther clarify the num- 
bers, and school officials plan to 
attend a Sept. 10 meeting of the 
board. 
When officials return, board 
members will be allowed to ask 
questions and make comments 
hut the purchase request will not 
be reconsidered. 
The university plans to turn 
the hotel complex into dormitory 
housing for 382 students, offices. 




By Stephanie Wilkcn 
U-Wire 
OVIEDO. Fla. — Next month, 
a student carrying a urinal 
might try to shake your hand. 
In mid-to-late September, 
the University of Central 
Florida Health Center will 
launch a campaign to pro- 
mote good hygiene and pre- 
vent the spread of disease, 
said Erin Kettles, coordinator 
of University Relations and 
Public Affairs for UCF Health 
Services. 
The campaign will be based 
on the Florida Department of 
Health's 5th Guy campaign. 
According to the depart- 
ment's campaign Web site, 
5thguy.com, four out of five 
people wash their hands after 
using the restroom. 
You don't want to be that 
fifth guy. 
"The fifth guy isn't healthy," 
Kettles said. "He isn't respon- 
sible, and he surely does not 
care about the other people 
around him. Those are typi- 
cally not the traits of a UCF 
student to begin with." 
The campaign is designed 
to help students realize the 
importance of hand hygiene. 
"We're fairly certain that 
hand hygiene is not being 
performed as it should be. 
and therefore, the students 
are at risk," said Dr. Michael 
Dcichen. associate director 
of Clinical Services at UCF 
I lealth Services. "If we can 
permanently change that 
behavior, we'll be able to have 
a big impact on health at UCF 
and beyond that." 
Many infectious illnesses are 
spread by hand contamination, 
Dcichen said. 
If someone coughs or sneez- 
es, the infectious panicles land 
on the table, or the chair, or the 
doorknob or whatever, and 
you contact them, and then 
you eat, or nib your eyes or 
nose, and you may contract 
the illness." Dcichen said. "We 
see that pattern all the time." 
According to the 5th Guy 
Web site, influenza (the flu), 
the common cold, strep 
"We're fairly certain 
that hand hygiene is 
not being performed 
as it should be." 
Michael Deichen | Assoc. Director 
throat, intestinal disorders — 
including everyone's favorite, 
diarrhea — and pneumonia 
are some problems that may 
be avoided with regular hand 
washing. 
The Florida Department of 
I lealth's campaign has a 5th 
Guy character. Ben Mitchell, 
who has disgusting hygiene 
habits. In a YouTube video 
titled "Just Another Day In the 
Office." Mitchell totes around a 
urinal, bright blue urinal cake 
and all, at the office in which 
he works. The video cuts to 
interviews of co-workers as 
Mitchell makes his rounds in 
the office, requesting high lives 
and attempting to chat with 
his peers. No one wants to talk 
to him, let alone make physical 
contact. 
"Quite frankly, he scares 
me," says one co-worker in the 
video. 
UCF I lealth Services wants 
to adapt this campaign to the 
university setting and will also 
use humor to bring hygiene 
awareness to students. 
The UCF campaign will 
center on the 5th Guy. I lealth 
Services is planning to hold 
tryouts for the 5th Guy in mid- 
September. Kettles said. 
"We want to get someone 
with personality, someone with 
a sense of humor," she said. 
"Someone who's not shy." 
The UCF 5th Guy will show 
up to events with a urinal and 
try to shake people's hands. 
1 lealth Services is planning 
events that will engage stu- 
dents and get them involved, 
Kettles said. Some activities will 
include a prize drawing. 
Also with the campaign. 
Health Services installed about 
26 hand-sanitizer dispensers 
for students to use around 
campus. 
SAT scores for class of '07 drop due to more diverse cohort 
By Justin Pop* 
The Associated Press 
Combined math and reading 
SAT scores for the high school 
class of 2007 were the lowest in 
eight years — a trend the College 
Board attributed largely to the 
good news that a more diverse 
pool of students is taking the 
exam. 
last spring's seniors scored on 
average 502 out of a possible 800 
points on the critical reading sec- 
tion of the country's most popu- 
lar college entrance exam, down 
from 503 for the class of 2006. 
Math scores fell three points from 
51810 515. 
Scores also fell three points on 
the writing section, which is still 
in an experimental stage, from 
497 to 494. 
Last year, after the College 
Board lengthened and rede- 
signed the exam, scores took an 
unusually sleep stumble of seven 
points. This year's further drop 
could renew questions about 
whether scores on the new exam 
are compatible with the old one, 
as the ('Allege Board assured edu- 
cators would be the case. Scores 
on die rival ACT exam, reported 
earlier this month, rose this year. 
But the College Board, the 
nonprofit membership group 
that owns the exam, insisted 
yesterday that the declines were 
within normal historical fluctua- 
tions and not significant. 
Officials offered several expla- 
nations, but returned repeatedly 
to the broadening pool of SAT 
test-takers and subtly charac- 
terizing their exam as the more 
populist of the two tests. 
The overall number taking the 
SAT rose only slightly from last 
year, to about 1.5 million. But 
the College Board was eager to 
emphasize the exam's growth 
beyond its traditional base of stu- 
dents who have been groomed 
"They have taken a very progressive stand 
in trying to get students to go to college. 
The larger the population you get to take an 
examination, it knocks down the scores." 
Gaston Cape'lon | College Board President 
their whole lives to prepare for 
college. TVventy-four percent of 
test-takers had a first language 
other than English, up from 17 
percent a decade ago. Thirty-five 
percent of this year's SAT-takers 
would be die first in their families 
to anend college. 
Some cities such as Pittsburgh 
are encouraging more students 
who aren't on the traditional 
college ladder to take die exam. 
Maine now requires all students 
to take the SAT The percentage 
of test-takers there rose from 73 
percent to 100 percent, but that 
caused math and reading scores 
to fall a combined 71 points, by 
far the largest decline of any 
state. 
"They have taken a very pro- 
gressive stand in trying to get 
more and more students to go to 
college," College Board President 
Gaston Caperton said of Maine 
at a news conference yesterday 
in Washington. "The larger the 
population you get to take an 
examination, it obviously knocks 
down the scores." 
The number of black stu- 
dents taking the SAT rose 6 
percent, and the number of 
test-takers calling  themselves 
"Other Hispanic, latino or latin 
American" (a group that does not 
include Puerto Ricans or Mexican 
Americans) rose 27 percent. 
The ('Allege Board noted that 
by some measures, the gap 
between some test-takers and 
the overall cohort has narrowed. 
But it remains large, and there 
were only mixed improvements 
among different racial groups. 
Combined reading and math 
scores for blacks slipped one' 
point to 862, scores in the cat- 
egory "Mexican or Mexican 
American" rose two points to 921 
and scores for Asians rose four 
points to 1092. 
"A couple points here and there 
aren't super significant," said 
Brandon Jones, national direc- 
tor of SAT. and ACT programs at 
Kaplan Test Prep and Admissions 
"Definitely the demographic 
changes are what we see as the 
headline." 
Figures released earlier this 
month on the rival ACT exam 
showed a slight increase — from 
21.1 last year to 21.2. on a scale of 
1 to 36 — for the class of 2007. 
The SAT is still bigger, but the 
ACT is growing faster. About 1.3 
million students took the ACT, a 
7 percent increase from the class 
of 2006. compared with the 2 per- 
cent increase for the SAT. 
"The SAT is the longtime estab- 
lished leader in college admis- 
sions tests," said Laurence Bunin. 
head of the SAT for the College 
Board. "The ACT is a relatively 
newer product and has more 
room to grow. But kids who have 
been taking the SAT are still tak- 
ing it. They're taking it as their 
primary test." 
Robert Schaeffer of the group 
FairTest, the National Center for 
Fair & Open Testing, said the 
declines show "the College Board 
failed to keep its promise that 
the revised SAT would remain a 
consistent measuring tool." 
$0&> SSESSS 
Refreshments will be provided 
Tue. Sept. 4-8 pm 





Questions email rautry@b3su.edu 
BE    PART    OF    THE 
KEYYEARBOOK 
 Organizational Meeting  
TONIGHT! 
28 WEST HALL. 7:30PM 
(In The Basement) 
For More information 
mekey@bgtu.edu 
o 
"We will do what it takes to win back a seat that we believe is rightfully ours." 
- Ken Spain. National Republican Congressional Committee spokesman, on Ohio's 18th dis- 
trict, which Democrat Zack Space won in 2006 [quoted in The New York Times. Aug. 28] 
"A cheap arts supply 
store. The key word is 
cheap." 
■1   DANIELLE ZEILER. 
Junior Graphic Design 
"More independent 




Instructor. Popular Culture 
"A mall with 
everything like home, 
instead of having to 
go to Toledo." 
ARIELLE FULLWOOD. 
Freshman. Business 
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What do you wish the city of Bowling Green had that it doesn't have now? 
k VISIT US AT BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People 0" The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bqnews.com. 
LETTERSTO THE EDITOR 
A student trustee should 
be no laughing matter 
"I'm supposed to be a good laic 
for the Universit) and not screw 
up" is what I )anirl lacoby the 
new undergraduate member of 
the University's Board ol [rustees, 
said jokingly 
Sadly, his joke is a keenobsei 
vation ol the lit > I system at the 
University and throughout the 
slate. Because without avoir. 
his position makes him nothing 
ttiDii' than a tool nl the- system. 
In tact, student trustees are 
sometimes even excluded from 
important DOT meetings! for an 
example ol how much the BOT 
i ares about student input, in Maj 
2006 the ba raid i >l trustees went 
against student recommenda- 
tions when they approved the 
new Uniu'isity health Insurance.' 
Imagine what would have hap- 
pened if the student trustee had a 
real voice hacked by a vote? 
In the article, it stated that 
since lacoby is unable to vote 
he is protected from beingsued. 
Well, that's about as ridiculous as 
Biituey Spears making a how-to 
parenl video. 
In main other states, where 
people respect the students' i inlu 
to decide what is Ix'sl for them, 
student trustees do have a vote. 
II not giving the student trustees 
the power ol a vote is to "pro- 
tect" them (which is ludicrous 
legal logic to begin wilhl, then 
win have them on the lxiard at 
alR Unless of course the state of 
()hio enjoys having tokens on 
the hoard of trustees to make 
universities seem more student- 
centered 
It's not the fault of the student 
trustee, ol course. I le could work 
very hard over the next two years 
and advise the board on student 
issues. I think he win. Vet, without 
a vote he holds no power, thereby 
meaning that ultiniati'lv. students 
have no power at the University. 
1 sincerely hope Daniel lacoby 
and the Undergraduate Student 
(inv eminent work lo change this 
law and give students what they 
deserve: a voice! 
Xiki Mcssnitm' 
H(;sUcliissof20O7 
Bringing out the worst in the states 
t Isually I in not a fan of the labels 
reporters give to recent phenom- 
ena, but "Me First Primary" is a 
good one. 
Thais the name, used for 
example on Monday in USA 
it nl.iy. they're using to describe 
how i lemocrais and Republicans 
in several states keep moving 
their presidential primaries ear- 
lier in 2008. So New Mexico, for 
instance, originally scheduled its 
primary for fob. 26.1 ast week, it 
was moved to lc"b. 5. 
Florida, Michigan and South 
i aroUna have joined in the fun. 
too. Iowa and New I lanipshia' 
haw repeatedly said they'll 
ensure their caucus and pri- 
mary, respectively are "first in the 
nation." though in fairness those 
stales have legal mandates in 
play. We might even start voting 
:< ii the 2006 election candidates 
in 2(X)7 — a possibility without 
any inherent evil, but indicative 
ol an election process selfishly 
run amok. 
I isten to the rhetoric from 
officials in some of the offending 
st,lies: 
• "The candidates are going 
to have in lie in a position to 
think ahout |debates|.and that's 
the advantage for Arizona," said 
Noah Krnloll. the states deputy 
chief of stall for policy, In The 
Washington Times. 
•"v\feare here... to reaffirm 
(he important role that [South 
Carolina and New I lampshirel 
plav in presidential politics." said 
Katon Daw son, South Carolina 
Republican forty chairman, in 
' I he Washington Post. 
Do you hear that? It's stales 
saying me, me, me! 
• "For us to raise OUT slates 
profile in the national arena 
and to encourage participa- 
tion throughout... we need to 
he in the mix." said Michelle 
\ IcManus, a Republican state 
senator in Michigan, in the Post 
My state, my state, my state! 
Clearly, not yours. 
I don't mean to suggest the 
concerns of voters in Michigan, 
Florida. New I lanipshire, 
California or the rest aren't 
important I just mean to ask if 
it's a contradiction to say a state 
is improving the election process 
by throwing their weight around 
at the expense of everybody else. 
Many of these states, like Florida 
and California (which moved its 
primary in March), already cany 
significant clout in the general 
elections. Do we want to com- 
pound that influence —again 
at the expense of other states? 
Shouldn't we be asking ourselves, 
a bit more publicly, why? The 
interesting development here is 
just how widely condemned the 
latest rescheduling of primaries 
has been. It's as if only the stale 
cinitials see what they're doing as 
positive (which, in a way. makes 
sense). USAToday (on Aug. 21) 
and the l^ist (on the 24th) are just 
two major newspapers who have 
editorialized to the absurdity of 
the earlier primaries. 
Fonner U.S. Sen. Bohtiraham 
published an op-etl piece in The 
New York limes advocating a 
regional primary — having, for 
example, each time zone hold 
primaries one month apart and 
rotating in each election cycle 
which goes first. These sugges- 
tions aa1 offered In the face of 
the downsides to primaries that 
slate parties are now exacerbat- 
ing. Voters who are slow to begin 
researching candidates lose time 
lo deliberate because the polls 
are sooner. 
Big-name candidates who can 
raise money quickly are at an 
immediate advantage because 
they can quickly blow their rivals' 
advertising out of the water. I 
could go on, but these arguments 
are far from groundbreaking. 
Practically every news outlet 
in the country has examined 
them at some point. Or, for 
extended treatments, you could 
in "few Are Chosen," by Robert 
DiClerico and Flic Uslanen or 
"The Presidential Nominating 
Process," by Rhodes Cook; or 
"The Front-loading Problem 
in Presidential Nominations," 
by William Mayer and Andrew 
Htisch. They're available at 
lerome library, along with a 
handful of similar works. But 
let's take the worst-case scenario, 
where both parties have nomina- 
tions with seven or eight months 
before elections. What then? 
lii the candidates I offer a few 
options. None serve as cohesive 
arguments, but they might be 
worth looking into. 
• Take your time. Talk about 
only one issue during each 
month between nomination and 
November — be it Iraq, health 
care, whatever. Use all of your 
communication tools to expand 
on your positions in detail. 
• Ask your party leaders to re- 
examine the primary process. 
Such efforts would be nothing 
new, of course. But think of the 
internal political good will you'd 
create by the argument against 
interest: criticizing the very sys- 
tem that got you the nomination. 
• Flip suggestion No. 1 on its 
head and disappear. No ads, no 
speeches, no nothing. (iive us a 
break from the campaigning. Go 
home to think deeply about your 
platform, and save some money 
in the process. I lopefully we'll be 
refreshed upon your return and 
ready to seriously discuss the 
major campaign issues. 
And by "we" I mean everybody, 
not just the ones in shifty states. 
Send comments about this 
column to thenews@ll)giiews.com. 
To cut carbon, 
give up Kyoto 
Negotiated in 1997, the Kyoto 
Protocol provided the world 
with a cause for hope. At long 
last it seemed the international 
community had a framework on 
which the passion of individuals 
and the tools of nations could 
be built into a mechanism of 
change. And yet Kyoto proved 
to be a fool's errand. (treating 
a system of complacency and 
rhetoric. Kyoto allows the first 
world to placate its guilt over 
pollution and exploitation 
without crealing a viable plan of 
attack to address the cataclysm 
ol global warming. To date 169 
nations have signed and rati 
lied the treaty, leaving the entire 
world with the deceptive notion 
that great strides are being made 
in reducing the carbon footprint 
nl the human race. 
And yet. despite the grandeur 
of its goals and mission. Kyoto 
was created with such gaping 
loopholes that any gains made 
under the treaty will be quickly 
undone, large, industrializing, 
expanding nations like China 
and India, accounting for ever- 
larger portions of global green- 
house gases, are left untouched 
by the treaty. Their status as 
"developing nations "leaves 
1   them exempted from the caps 
Imposed on other countries, 
despite the fact that (Una is 
about to become the world's 
largest polliitt-r. topping even the 
United States. 
Conditions inside (Ihina open 
our eyes lo the esteem in which 
the environment is held by the 
communist regime. Only 1 per- 
cent of China's billion-person 
population breathes what we 
would consider to lx> clean air. 
Whole dties are covered in such 
great clouds of smog and soot it 
is necessary for the residents to 
j   wear protective lace masks. And 
'   each week a new coal-fin1 power 
plant is brought online in China, 
bekiiing thousands ol tons of 
new carbon dioxide into the 
atmosphere each year. An unreg- 
ulated, uncapped (Ihina will 
quickly fill the carbon gap left 
by pollution-reducing nations. 
including the United States. 
Further decreasing the 
effectiveness of Kyoto aa' the 
so-called "carbon credits." 
(oncemed for the large cost 
associated witii reducing emis- 
sions, the drafters of the treaty 
created a system whereby a 
nation or a company unable to 
meet its quota could purchase 
credits from other nations or 
companies that have successful- 
ly reduced their own emissions. 
The availability and profitability 
of these credits has become so 
great that entire markets have 
arisen that deal solelv in the 
trade of these lucrative allow- 
ances. Providinga mechanism 
to allow nations and industries 
to buy themselves out of the 
doghouse is far from the tough 
policy needed globally to arrest 
wanning before we reach a point 
of no return. Carbon credits 
should lx' abolished, or barring 
that, made far less available, and 
thus so prohibitively expensiv e 
there would he little recourse but 
to pay the price for our addiction 
to cheap carbon. 
Clearly a situation such as 
Kyoto is untenable if we are to 
seriously address the potential 
cataclysm of global warming. 
A new treaty must be drafted, 
one that wflj propose a genuine 
strategy for reducing in the near 
term our carlxin emissions. 
And above all. this new treaty 
must adopt new standards for 
exemptions from emissions 
caps, it is ludicrous to exempt 
the wurid's soon-to-be-largest 
polluter from any sort of emis 
sions standards because they are 
still "developing'' and have not 
vet leached the level of opulence 
enjoyed in the first world. Per 
capita measures of emissions as 
tools of assigning responsibility, 
useful in situations of approxi- 
mately equal national popula- 
tions, must be abandoned and 
replaced With an an.ilv sis of the 
aggregate pollution of a nation, 
lest i hina be held unaccount- 
able for its horrible environmen- 
tal policies until it produces four 
times die levels of poDution as 
we do here in America. 
1 finil these standards an' 
recognized and enforced inter- 
nationally, tile United Slates 
cannot and should nut endorse 
any t reaty calling for us to reduce 
our emissions. I he COStS to our 
economy the lost jobs and rev- 
enues, and the huge expense 
are not Ix'tieficial if any and 
all cuts to potentially lie made 
would produce no net decrease 
in glolwl pollution. Worse still, 
by ratifying a toothless treaty like 
Kyoto the United Stales would 
lx' endorsing the poUdGS ol the 
treaty, ending any discussion of 
the need for change. Rather, the 
political capital that would he 
expended domestically to ratify 
the failed Kyoto Protocol could 
be spent passing domestic legis- 
lation allowing the United States 
to make a concerted and effec- 
tive effort at reducing our own 
pollution. By setting an example 
of how lo go about battling glob- 
al warming, the United States by 
not ratifying Kyoto could in fact 
tlo far greater gcxxl for the world. 
One thing is certain: If the 
world does not radically alter its 
strategy for reducing emissions, 
Kyoto could become one of the 
costliest debacles in world his- 
tory. If we do not replace apology 
with action, we stand only to 
deceive ourselves into oblivion. 
Send comments about this 
column to thenew59bmau5.eom. 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? 
■ E-mail us at thenewstBbgnews.com 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
Be sure to read the full submission guidelines at the bottom of this page 
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NOT NEWS 
THE ONLY THING THAT WILL MAKE YOU FEEL WORSE ON A BAD DAY. 
THIS WEEK'S BAD JOKE 
Q: How does Michael Jackson pick his nose? 
A; From the catalog in the plastic surgeon's office. Wednesday. August 29.2007 5 
Murphey's Law: Bad luck to a 
■  B^ JON RUGG1ER0 
V    ^^m NO! NEWS COLUMNIST 
1-ast week. I had a little visit from 
a friend of mine. 
I lis names Murphy. 
Most people know him as the 
basis for Murphy's I aw. which 
states thai anything that can go 
wrong will go wrong. 
Iioy. did I learn thai this after- 
noon, This is ihe story of how 
$29 and 20 minutes became the 
burden <>i mj existence 
3:31 I'M. —hunk-ring what 
I'm going IO do on a I hursday 
night ill B(i without "refresh 
merits" or any son of parry to go 
to (yes. I'm jusi thai gad), I gel a 
phone can from a friend wonder 
ingif Iwani to go see amour 
3:32 — "Well. I'd love logo, hill 
I don't have an) money." But, I do 
have some in the bank. The bank 
eloses at 4. I'm about a 30-minute 
walk from the bank. It seems like 
I've got a quest on my hands... 
3:35 — Depart from my room 
with my Ix-st friend Murphy in 
tow. 
3:36 — Decide if 1 hop on the 
bus I can get to the other side of 
campus quicker. Murphy thinks 
Ihis is a horrible idea. 
3:37     Wait for the bus. 
3:38 — Still wait for the bus. 
3:40—Decide that the bus 
driver is a too slow for nte and 
I'm not taking the bus today. 
3:41 — Forgot to check the 
weather before I left. 89 degrees 
and copious amounts of sunlight 
aren l helping me. At all I'm 
sweating like President Hush at a 
lourth-grade spelling bee. 
3:43 — Run into an acquain- 
tance that has "the funniest story" 
lo tell me. I tell him I have to be 
somewhere. I le says it'll only take 
a second. 
3:45 — I tell him that I really 
need to leave but he continues 
his horrendously boring story. 
3:47 — I yell at him. telling him 
that I'd rather hear a cat being 
branded than listen to his awful 
story anymore. I le gives me a 
dim look. I make a suggestion 
that would have gotten me a slap 
from my grandma. 
3:49 — In this heat, I feel like 
I've been traveling with Moses for 
40 years. I decide cutting through 
the air-conditioned art building 
is a good idea. Murphy likes this 
idea too. 
351 — 1 am lost in the art 
building. I consider asking one of 
the various art kids for directions. 
I decide against it because most 
art kids are scary anyway. 
3:52 — lind my way out into 
the oven that is the University. 
I decide cutting across the 
I l,i i -hi i i.in lawn is the quickest 
way to the bank. I low do you 
think Murphy feels about this? 
353 — As I make my way 
through the "beautiful'' landscap- 
ing, I try to cut through some 
newly laid mulch, lie it li of my 
legs sink knee-deep into the 
mulch, and I lose both sandals. I 
begin making up swear words 
that would make a sailor blush. 
3:53 — Someone walking by 
says, "Oh man, it must not be 
your day." I contemplate attack- 
ing him with a pen. 
3:54 — I fish out my sandals 
and begin to walk across the 
street. The bank is in sight. I smile 
a little. 
3:57 — I arrive at the bank with 
three minutes to spare. I consider 
calling myself a god until I read: 
"I lours of Operation — 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m." I begin to laugh. 
I contemplate how much of a 
d-bag Murphy is. He doesn't care; 
he just laughs at me and thinks of 
other ways to torture me. 
Jon. who still has dirt caked undei his 
toenails. can be reached at jonrQbgsuedu 
HE*/,YoU IQoou) UJHA,T'SSCA?y? 
GLOBAL WWIHCr. 
Students judge their professors on the first day of class 
S COIBY JAMES COLUMNIST 
Now dun everyone has settled 
in class,-,is tin- semester has 
started. I would like to take some 
time to appreciate one of the 
most Important people in the 
classroom. 
No. not the girl a few scats up 
from you who is always wearing 
lOW-CUl pants, no bell and little 
to no iiiidcnu.ii   there's one in 
ever) i lassroom). 
I'm talking about the teacher. 
I he people w ho, on the first day, 
make you sit through their syl- 
labus and play a bunch of those 
stupid gct-to-know-you games. 
I ike the kind where you get a 
worksheet with dumb questions 
on ii like "find someone sitting 
near you who plays the guitar" 
and you jusi try to avoid talking 
to the socially awkward kid that 
s.n next to you. 
And what happens right after 
we find out which of our class- 
mates plays the guitar and cover 
the policies ol academic dishon- 
esty' Thai's right, the teacher 
makes a grandiose speech about 
him or herself because evidently, 
the education I'm paying thou- 
sands for is worth In-ing put on 
hold so I can learn a bunch of 
lri\ ial crap about my teacher. 
Nonetheless, despite our Indif- 
ference, teacher introductions arc- 
always a part of the first day. 
Ik-cause of this I have been 
able to determine that there are 
four types of teachers. 
One of the more common 
teachers is what I like to call the 
"good Samaritan." This teacher 
tries to cope with a meager pay- 
check by trying to generate some 
sense of internal satisfaction, 
just so they don't feel completely 
worthless, 
"I've come to give something 
back," they'll say. Or, "I'm not in it 
for the money." 
I-ook. we know. If you were in it 
for the money you wouldn't be a 
teacher, so stop trying to play up 
what a wonderful person you arc. 
I he real story behind Ihis seem- 
ingly pleasant teacher is that 
they're desperately trying to cope 
with the failure of not having a 
different job. Come on, nobody 
really wants to "help people." 
Another teacher you may have 
is the misfortune of encountering 
is the "paparaz/i." I lowcver, the 
paparazzi is rather rare — and be 
thankful for that because this one 
is creepy! This teacher tries to con 
his or her way into taking a pic- 
ture of each one of the students. 
1 low the heck is photographing 
me going to make you a better 
teacher? 
I can think of no valid reason a 
teacher should be photographing 
the students — that's a story on 
the six o'clock news waiting to 
happen. For all I know, these pic- 
tures are going on your basement 
wall. If you really want to get to 
know your students, put down 
the Kodak and interact with us... 
but please do so from a distance. 
because Paparazzi, you scare me. 
One of the more aggravating 
teachers is one I like to call the 
"deity." Usually male and endur- 
ing the mental hardships of a 
midlifc crisis, this guy is under 
the impression that in a for- 
mer life he was a high-ranking 
member of an ancient theocracy 
— or at least that's how he talks 
about himself. You'll hear him say 
things like "I was the president 
of this corporation" or "I used 
io wink at this company" as he 
puffs out his chest and stretches 
an arrogant smirk across his 
smug face. Well, what happened? 
You obviously don't work there 
anymore. Guess what, I used to 
work at McDonald's and now I'm 
paying your salary, so get over 
yourself. 
I'm sure you'll encounter many 
more teachers who have inter- 
rupted your education to bore 
you with uneventful anecdotes 
of their personal lives, liy the 
end ol your college career you'll 
undoubtedly he bored to tears 
so many times thai you yourseU 
will become boring. Who knows. 
if you gel boring enough you 
may just be able to gel a job as a 
teacher. 
Colby (citordh<ybqsii.edu) is now failing all 
his classes because his teachet lead this 
column 
SIGN AN AUGUST TO AUGUST LEASE MOVE 
IN TODAY & PAY NO RENT UNTIL AUGUST 
UNFURNISHED $299 UNFURNISHED $310 
FURNISHED $324 FURNISHED $335 
Stop by, take a tour, sign a lease and be entered 
to win a 2008 spring break trip worth $500 
"trip otter only valid al the Enclave II 
two swimming pools two hot tubs two computer labs game room with two 
fLat screen TV's, a pool table, a foosball table, and air hockey table Large 
fitness center     lounge with two pool tables and a fiat screen TV 
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ranian president says U.S. influence in Iraq is collapsing 
ByAliAkb.rD.r.lnl 
The Associated Press 
TEHRAN, Iran — Iranian 
President Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad boldly declared 
yesterday that U.S. political 
influence in Iraq is "collapsing 
rapidly" and said his govern- 
ment is ready to help fill any 
power vacuum. 
The hard-line leader also 
defended Iraqi Prime Minister 
Now! al-Maliki, a fellow Shiite 
Muslim who has been harshly 
criticized by American politi- 
cians for his unsuccessful 
efforts to reconcile Iraq'sSunnis. 
Shiites and Kurds. 
"The political power of the 
occupiers is collapsing rapidly," 
Ahmadinejad said atanews con- 
ference, referring to U.S. troops 
in Iraq. "Soon, we willseeahuge 
power vacuum in the region. Of 
course, we are prepared to fill 
the gap, with the help of neigh- 
bors and regional friends like 
Saudi Arabia, and with the help 
of the Iraqi nation." 
Ahmadinejad did not elabo- 
rate on his remarks, an unusual 
declaration of Iran's interest 
in influencing its neighbor's 
future. The mention of a Saudi 
role appeared aimed at allaying 
the fears of Saudi Arabia and 
other Sunni Muslim nations 
that Iran wants to dominate in 
Iraq. Even though Saudi Arabia 
and Iran have not cooperated in 
the past, it "doesn't mean it can't 
happen." Ahmadinejad said. 
Iran fought a brutal eight- 
year war with Saddam 1 lussein's 
regime and welcomed the elimi- 
nation of a deeply hated enemy. 
But Iran also strongly objects to 
the presence of America, another 
rival, over its eastern and western 
borders in Afghanistan and Iraq. 
"Occupation is the root of all 
problems in Iraq, "Ahmadinejad 
said. "It has become clear that 
occupiers are not able to resolve 
regional issues." 
"Occupation is the root of all problems in 
Iraq. It has become clear that occupiers are 
not able to resolve regional issues." 
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad I Iranian President 
President Bush defended 
the Iraq war in a speech at the 
AmericanLegion'snationalcon- 
vention and accused Iran of vio- 
lating human rights and trying 
to destabilize Iraq, Afghanistan 
and the wider region. 
"Iran is sending arms to the 
Taliban in Afghanistan to be 
used to attack American and 
NATO iroops," Bush said. "Iran 
has arrested visiting American 
scholars who have committed 
no crimes and impose no threat 
to their regime And Iran's 
active pursuit of technology 
that could lead to nuclear weap- 
ons threatens to put a region 
already blown I" instability 
and violence under the shadow 
of a nuclear holocaust. Iran's 
actions threaten the security of 
nations everywhere." 
Bush and the U.S. ambas- 
sador in Iraq have given blunt 
assessments of political stagna- 
tion in Baghdad, and Bush has 
said it is up to the Iraqi people 
to decide if their government 
deserved to be replaced. 
But key Democratic politi- 
cians, including Sen. Hillary 
Rodham Clinton, have called for 
al-Maliki to be replaced because 
his Shiite-dominated govern- 
ment has been unable to forge 
national unity. 
Al-Maliki has shrugged off 
t he gloomy assessments of I raq's 
future, saying he would "pay no 
attention" to American critics 
and if necessary "find friends 
elsewhere." 
They rudely say (the Iraqi! 
prime minister and the con- 
stitution must change," 
Ahmadinejad said of U.S. crit- 
ics. "Who are you? Who has 
given you the right" to ask for 
such a change, he added. 
Ousting al-Maliki, a longtime 
Shiite political activist, would 
require a majority vote in the 
275-member Iraqi parliament. 
As long as the Kurdish parties 
and the main Shiite bloc back 
al-Maliki, his opponents lack the 
votes for that. 
In a move that could fur- 
ther strain U.S.-lranian rela- 
tions, U.S. troops raided a 
Baghdad hotel yesterday night 
and detained about 10 people, 
including six whom a U.S.- 
funded radio station described 
as members of an Iranian del- 
egation visiting to negotiate 
contracts with the Iraqis. 
When we 
can't tell you 
what you'll be 
doing tomorrow 
because youVe 
not come up 
with it yet. 
We believe that what we are doing today will help us become 
the BP we want to be tomorrow- Our business is the exploration, 
production, refining, marketing, trading and distribution of 
energy: and we have nearly 100,000 people in 100 countries 
across six continents. In this age of growing consumer demand 
and environmental urgency, we are always looking to find new 
and better ways of delivering energy to the world - without 
compromising the planet. 
Take up one of our engineering, science or business opportunities 
and Vou could be helping to find new reserves, create cleaner 
fuels, expand our capacity and market our brands to over 15 
million customers every day. Look beyond the limits. 







By Edith M. Lidtnr 
The Associated Press 
UNITED NATIONS — U.N. 
Secretary-General Ban Ki- 
moon announced yesterday 
that he will visit Sudan, Chad 
and Libya next week to pro- 
mote a political solution to the 
conflict in Darfur and test the 
Sudanese government's com- 
mitment to speedy deploy- 
ment of a 26,000-strong force 
in the legion. 
Ban told a news conference 
that on his first visit to the 
region since taking the reins of 
the U.N. in lanuary he would 
push the peace process, seek 
to get a hybrid African Union- 
U.N. force on the ground 
quickly and press for delivery 
of humanitarian aid. 
The secretary-general said 
he chose this time to make 
the week-long trip because 
of the "historic opportunity" 
provided by the U.N. Secuity 
Council's adoption of a reso- 
lution on July 31 authorizing 
the hybrid force to replace the 
beleaguered 7,000-strong AU 
force in Darfur by year's end. 
The resolution was adopted 
after months of delay in getting 
agreement from the Sudanese 
government. 
"I want to go and see the 
very difficult conditions under 
which our forces will operate," 
Ban said. "I want to know, first 
hand, the plight of those they 
seek to help." 
"But more, 1 want to create 
the foundations of a lasting 
peace and security. My goal is 
to lock in the progress we have 
made so far, to build on it so 
that this terrible trauma may 
one day cease," he said. 
More than 200,(XX) people- 
have died and more than 2.5 
million have been displaced 
in Darfur since ethnic African 
rebels took up arms against 
the Arab-dominated central 
government in 2003. accus- 
ing it of discrimination. Sudan 
is accused of retaliating by 
unleashing Arab militias 
responsible for much of the 
violence - an accusation the 
government denies. 
Ban called the recent escala- 
tion in violence in Darfur that 
has killed hundreds of people 
in the last few weeks simply 
unacceptable." 
"I .ippe.il to the government 
of Sudan and to all parties to 
refrain from military action 
and choose, at this critical 
juncture ... the path of peace 
and political dialogue," he 
said. 
Ban said deploying the 
hybrid force speedily will be 
"one of the largest and most 
complex field operations 
the United Nations has ever 
undertaken" because of the 
harsh environment and lack 
of water and communications. 
"It cannot succeed without the 
cooperation of the government 
of Sudan," he said. 
"ThisisthetimeforSudanese 
government to fully implement 
the Security Council resolu- 
tion," Ban said. 
SOPHOMORES 
& JUNIORS 
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with Victims Services 
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Thurs.. Aug 30 
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are 
hen residents and students 
aying on the same fie 
ByUsaHaUntadt 
Laito' m Chief 
Bowling Green resident Carolyn 
Moore has two chairs chained to 
her porch. 
After Moore, 68, found the 
chairs in a neighbor's yard, she 
decided she had to find a way to 
Outsmart those who lurk around 
North Prospect Street at night. 
She suspects students might 
be the culprit but there's no way 
to prove it. 
Moore isn't alone. Other locals 
who live near the University and 
the city's bars have similar sto- 
ries to share, she said. 
One neighbor's gri II went m iss- 
ing. A picket fence was destroyed. 
Another neighbor lost a flag and a 
chair. And in separate incidents, 
his dogwood tree was snapped 
in half and his car vandalized. 
But what most frustrates 
Moore is the trash. 
Nearly every Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday morning she spends 
time picking up cups and cans 
left in her front yard. 
It's those mornings that make 
her angry. 
"It just kind of makes your 
neighborhood look like a trailer 
park or something,'' Moore said. 
She's considered pulling up 
signs in her yard bin decided 
against it. Instead, she jokes 
about sitting on her roof as the 
bars let out, waving a weapon al 
anyone who attempts to throw 
a beer can in her large wooden 
plainer. 
She's given up on reporting 
the trash — or the IS minutes of 
noise when the bars close — to 
city police. 
They've got more Important 
things to do, she said. 
Bowling Green police It. Tony 
Ik'lrick said he wishes Moore 
and others like her would report 
the problems. 
See CITY | Page 12 
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Spotlight on the big picture 
FANCY FOOTWORK: Campus events like Dance Marathon give students the chance to reach out to the community. Last year, the marathon raised more than $190,000 for the local 
Children* Mirac* Network. 
USG: Student senators hit the city streets 
ByKristenVaus 
Reporter 
The Undergraduate Student 
Government may be known 
lor their dedication to the stu- 
dents of the University, but that 
is not the only community they 
pledge their services and coop- 
eration to. 
USG also focuses much of 
their energy and attention 
throughout the year on working 
with city officials and organiza- 
tions in order to better both the 
campus and the city of Bowling 
Green. 
Sean Martin, head of the 
City, State and National Liaison 
branch of the USG, works to 
improve  the  Bowling  Green 
community by attending city 
council meetings and getting to 
know city officials. 
"I plan on bringing up prob- 
lems that USG sees within the 
city of Bowling Green at general 
meetings," Martin said. "If we 
want to enact new laws, we must 
lie able to meet with our city 
council officials and get to know 
them on a first name basis." 
One of the first issues that 
Martin will be working on this 
year is the concern over the rail- 
road tracks that crisscross cam- 
pus after two deaths occurred 
on them this summer. 
Martin hopes that city offi- 
cials will stand by USG in their 
quest to ensure the safety of the 
students when crossing the train 
1 
tracks. He said the issue will not 
only deal with the city, but the 
railroad companies as well. 
"I will act as the mediator 
between USG and the railroad 
company," he said. "Our plans 
are certainly not definite yet, but 
we hope to be able to solve this 
problem after talking to city offi- 
cials and the railroad corpora- 
tion." 
Along with solving the dilem- 
ma over the railroad tracks, USG 
also plans on working with the 
city in order to improve off-cam- 
pus students' knowledge of dif- 
ferent landlords located around 
the Bowling Green area. 
USG President lohnnie Lewis 
planson creating a program with 






different landlords according to 
the experience of the tenants. He 
hopes to eventually have the list 
made available online. 
"Landlords should be made 
to have certain requirements," 
Lewis said. "Right now, there are 
no set standards across town 
for landlords and the upkeep 
of the rentals they are leasing 
See USG | Page 12 
In your own backyard 
Let's say the University's cam- 
pus is your backyard. When a 
lot of us were growi ng up, the 
backyard was the hoi spot, the 
playground, the center of the 
social scene as it were for the 
toddler crowd. Now hold that 
thought. 
This month's In Focus is 
kicking around the idea of the 
relationship between the city ol 
Bowling Green and the campus 
of Bowling Green. It's interest- 
ing concept thai we have such 
a complete community here on 
campus while meanwhile there 
is a whole city surrounding us. 
We have everything we need 
right here in our own backyard. 
But we're old enough to cross 
the street on our own now. The 
campus is only a part of what is 
going on in this corner of Ohio. 
The University has connec- 
tions with the Bowling Green 
community in all kinds of ways, 
student organizations like USG 
are Involved with city adminis- 
trators and University programs 
like I lie BGeXperience include 
an introduction to the city dur- 
ing orientation. 
Even though some of us are 
only planning to stay In Bowling 
Green for four (or five... or six) 
years, it is still worthwhile to 
take the big picture into con- 
sideration. Especially as upper 
classmen move off campus to 
take refuge from dorm life and 
become residents of the city. 
And some have been in 
Bowling Green playing in their 
own backyard for years. And 
still, some will stay in Bowling 
Green for years, with their own 
families and houses. 
Whether or not you raise a 
family here or go run for City 
Council, it's worthwhile to con- 
sider l he way you fit into not 
only the University community, 
but also into the Bowling Green 
community. 
lust look both ways before 
crossing the street. 
City is a nest for Falcon pride 
By Colin WiUon 
Spore Edtor 
School spirit is always expected 
from a university's students and 
faculty. But what about the people 
who live in the town Where the 
University is located? 
At BGSU, school spirit is shared 
by many, including the people who 
live in Bowling Green. 
"From my perspective, this is 
home base," BGSU Director of 
Athletics Greg Christopher said. 
"Bowling Green's community has 
always been very supportive of 
Falcon athletics." 
The community contributes 
in  many  ways.  Besides ticket 
and apparel sales, a lot of money 
comes in from the local landscape 
Businesses buy ads at the different 
athletic facilities and in the pro- 
grams and they employ players 
during the offseason. Some com- 
munity members even volunteer 
at events. 
"You wouldn't be able to have 
a Division I program without the 
strong support of the community." 
Christopher said 
The community has plenty to 
gain from the athletic programs 
especially when they receive 
national exposure. 
See SPORTS | Page 8 
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The rest of the BG experience 
By Kelly M.ti 
■IP- 
When the incoming fresh- 
men arc welcomed by resident 
advisers, hull directors and 
staff, they arc no) only being 
welcomed  by  the  University, 
bul also by the city of Howling 
Green. 
keeping this in mind, the 
community relations portion 
of the IKIeXpcricnce program 
was added to freshman activi- 
ties to welcome students into 
tin' community with open 
ai ins and share information at 
the same time. 
I he whole point ol BGeXIStO 
talk about values and tie them 
into everyday life, not only in 
the classroom but out of the 
classroom. This is how the 
community relations section 
was horn. 
Dr. George Agich, Director 
of BGeXperience, speaks pas- 
sionately of the program and 
the need for the new students 
to understand that Bowling 
Green is their home now. 
I he students bring life to 
this town.' Agich said. "The 
community understands the 
importance of the Unlversit) 
to its quality of life." 
Having the students watch 
a video, speak with an actual 
community member and in 
some cases takea tour of down- 
town helps put a face with the 
new home in which they now 
reside. 
Caitlin Keelor, sophomore, 
remembers her time with the 
community session during 
BGeX as a freshman. She felt 
the section was of great impor- 
tance to the welcome weekend 
orientation. 
"On campus, you feel like 
this is the whole city." Keelor 
said. "In reality, this is a smaller 
portion to a bigger place... it 
is our duty to give back and 
respect the community." 
Although it is important 
to help students respect and 
understand the city of Bowling 
Green, the community rela- 
tions section is not meant to 
lecture students on proper 
behavior and is not made to 
scold students. 
"We want students to know 
not to be afraid of the commu- 
nity," Agich said. "We are not 
sending a scare message; we 
are sending a protective mes- 
sage' 
BGEX qe!2 
Heminger is jack of all trades in Bowling Green 
Semira Chowdhury 
Rep 
Gordy Heminger makes a dif- 
ference in the student and resi- 
dential people's lives everyday 
Heminger is the hirst Ward 
on (Sty Council which is part of 
the residential area and cam- 
pus. On campus, the area is 
primarily  anything   between 
Fraternity How to Thurstin. 
As   representative   for   the 
ward, he has one of the seven 
idles on city council. Both stu- 
dents and city residents are a 
priority for Heminger. 




Alumni and active 
member of city as 
well as campus 
University administrations 
working with the Alumni 01 lice 
as Assistant Director. 
An iilumni himself, Heminger 
graduated from BGSU in 1999 
and majored in political science 
and minored in history. He was 
also involved in Alpha Sigma 
Phi and he is still involved, 
To further his education he 
pursued a master's degree in 
college student personnel. 
After graduating again in 
Inly 2002, he began working for 
Campus Involvement Student 
Organizations such as latino 
Students' Organization and 
Vision. 
Then he shifted his atten- 
tion to the city. In Nov. 2005, 
he ran for lirst Ward which has 
a 2-year-term against another 
student and won. According to 
I leminger, he obtained 85 per- 
cent of on-campus votes the 
first time he ran. 
When I ran two years ago 
the precinct I did the best in 
was the on-campus precinct." 
he said. 
This upcomingyearheis run- 
ning once again, unopposed. 
Heminger enjoys being con- 
nected with the city because 
he has the experience to do the 
job. 
"The reason I ran was to 
bridge the gap between stu- 
dents and permanent residents. 
I felt like I could do that the 
best," he said. 
From Heminger's point 
of view students do not pay 
enough attention to the city 
See HEMINGER Page 12 
ife beyond campus, what the city means to students 
By Chris Sojki 
Repone* 
When students are accepted to 
Bowling Green Stale University 
the) get a tour of campus, hut 
not a lour of the city to see what 
it has to offer. 
"I fell in love with the anno 
sphere of the town of Bowling 
(Ireen from my first days here as 
a freshmen, hut I feel morea part 
nl the BCiSU community than of 
the Bowling (ireen community,'' 
said senior lackie Maciupa. 
Feeling like a member of the 
community is an important 
aspect of going to college at 
BGSU since students live here 
nearly nine months out of the 
year. 
When looking at universities, 
it is sale to say that no one would 
want to live in a run down, bor- 
ing town. 
Everyone needs a break from 
their studies once in awhile, and 
sitting in an apartment or dorm 
room can get boring quite last. 
But what is there to do in 
Bowling (ireen? 
Dining should  never be a 
"Bowling Green 
reminds me of back 
home..." 
Corey Birt | Student 
problem; there is everything 
imaginable, except for major 
chain restaurants. It is easy to 
Find a good bite to eat just about 
anywhere in town if you look 
hard enough. 
Whether it's a sit-down res- 
taurant such as Samli's, The 
[unction, or HI Zarapc or fast 
loud. suchasChipotleorPanera 
Bread, people should not have 
any trouble finding a variety of 
foods, no matter what they are 
hungry for. 
"I like the originality of local 
dining as opposed to major 
chain restaurants," said sopho- 
more Curtiss Spontelli. 
If you're into live music. 
Howard's is a great place to go 
to hear some of the local music 
scene, or catch an occasional 
well-known act 
As far as shopping is con- 
cerned, there are not a lot of 
options. 
Woodland Mall has onlya lew 
stoics; you may be able to find 
what you're looking for, depend- 
ing on what it is. Along with the 
Mall, other shopping venues in 
town are Wal-Mart and Meijer, 
to name a few. 
If you're looking for more 
stores than there is in town, 
you're going to have to go for a 
iittle drive. 
"I wish there was a decent 
mall to go to because the clos- 
est worthwhile shopping is 15- 
30 minutes away, depending 
on where you want to go," said 
Spontelli. 
A nice thing about Woodland 
Mall is there are five cinemas to 
enjoy the latest movie releases. 
The best part about this movie 
theater is the prices; an adult 
matinee ticket is only $2 and an 
adult evening ticket isS4. 
If you enjoy movies or art in 
general, there is also an art festi- 
val that comes to town. 
Every year, since 1993, The 
Black Swamp Arts Festival is a 
tradition celebrated bv manv 
in the Howling (ireen commu- 
nity. Organized by a group of 
downtown business owners and 
members ofthe community who 
had an interest in spotlighting 
the arts in Bowling (ireen, this 
festival has grown to be a very 
popular tradition in the Fall 
This year it will be the second 
week in September, 
"I think the most I've ever 
fell part of the Bowling Green 
community is during the Black 
Swamp Arts Festival when the 
town and the university truly 
intertwine," said Maciupa. 
The small town atmosphere 
is what brings many to the 
University. 
Students can feel at home, but 
at the same time, have some- 
thing to do when they have a 
break from studying. 
"BowlingGreen reminds rneof 
back home in Bellefontaine; the 
small town atmosphere makes 
me feel like a member of the 
community. Even though the 
town is relatively small, there is a 
lot to do on the weekends," said 
scientific and technical commu- 
nication major, Corey Birt. 
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From Page 7 
"We've been on TV 18 times in 
the last lour years and if I'm a local 
businessman I'm going to take 
advantage of that," BG football 
11 MI 11 (iregg Hi .11 u li ii i said. 
Success is always a plus for both 
the University and the community 
as well. 
"I was here for a national 
championship hockey team and 
it certainly excited the commu- 
nity more than anything that's ever 
happened here," Bowling (ireen 
Mayor Mm Quinn said. 
Admittedly so, keepingfan inter- 
est when a team is losing is not so 
easy, 
"You almost have to keep win- 
ning to keep that support. You can 
lose that support almost as quickly 
as you can gain it," Quinn said. 
One ofthe more unique aspects 
of the small-school landscape that 
BG is a part of is that a lot of coach- 
es live within the community. Dan 
Dakich was a regular at Al-Mar 
Lanes and both the basketball and 
football coaches have done radio 
shows from l'ricker's. 
"That's been a real asset dutt the 
Coaches have been a part of this 
community," Quinn said. 
like any small program, the 
Neons have to battle with the 
bigger conference in the region, 
the Big leu. Pans of Ohio State and 
Michigan are common since both 
schools are less than two hours 
away. 
' I nuking at Division 1, a lot of 
our people are still Ohio State, 
Michigan and Notre Dame fans," 
Quinn said. 
But with the installation of 
1-ieldTurf and the construction 
of the Sebo Center at the North 
end of the stadium, Doyt L Perry 
Stadium looks more up to date. 
"|It| gives a more professional 
feel to it," Quinn, who used to 
cany the chains on the sidelines at 
BG games, said. 
The turf also allows for high 
school teams to play games at 
Pany Stadium. Bowling Green 
High School will play there Friday 
night against Fostoria. 
"That's a great opportunity to 
showcase the facilities. We've 
got S13 million invested here." 
I ii, 11 ii li H i said. 
The improvements to the sta- 
dium will allow the members of 
the community to enjoy it almost 
as much as the players now. 
" It's going to be a whole different 
atmosphere than what you used to 
have," Quinn said. 
And in a city of Falcon fans, the 
mayor just might be the biggest 
fan. 
"I've lived and died with these 
guys since 1965," Quinn said, smil- 
ing. 
Management Inc. 
1045 N. Main 7B 
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Wednesday August?? 700'9 
BASEBALL 
Indians hit Twins 
hard, win third 
straight 
Travis Hafner. Grady Sizemore 
and the rest of the Indians 
took down the Twins yester- 
day. See more | Page 10 
FOOTBALL 
Bentley placed on 
the shelf for six 
more weeks 
The Cleveland Browns won't 
let LeCharles Bentley practice 
for six more weeks, delaying 
his return to the offensive line. 
See mce I Page 10 
Today In Sports 
History 
1981: Phillies minor leaguer 
Jeff Stone steals a pro base- 
ball record 121st base. 
1950: International 
Olympic Committee votes 
admission to West Germany 
and Japan for 1952 games. 
1904: Third modern 
Olympic Games open in St. 
Louis. 
1885: Boxing stages first 
heavyweight title fight to 
usethree ounce gloves and 
three minute rounds. John 
L. Sullivan and Dominick 
McCaffrey fight. 
The List 
There are some really goofy- 
looking mascots throughout 
the world of sports. We list 
the five dumbest costumes. 
1. The Orange 
(Syracuse 
University): A giant 
orange with arms, legs and a 
hat on. About as intimidating 
as a brand new puppy. 
2. Gapper 
(Gncinatti Reds): 
He is obviously a complete 





Cavaliers): A dog just 
doesn't jive with this team. 
Dogs and cavaliers have liter- 
ally nothing to do with each 
other. 
4. Steely McBeam 
(Pittsburgh 
Steelers): Quite possibly 
the dumbest name in the 
history of mascots. Plus he 
looks just like former coach 
Bill Cowher. 
5. The Tree 
(Stanford 
University): A guy in 
a tree suit. What genius 
thought of that one? 
i JORDAN FIOWEB      ■! 
CELEBRATE: The Falcon volleyball team celebrates after beating Oakland in three straight games last night at Anderson Arena. BG improved to 2-2 on the season. They will travel to 
Cal State Fullerton for a tournament on Friday. 
Falcons sweep Oakland at home 
By Adam Miezin 
Reporter 
BGSU's women's volleyball team 
experienced somejitterslast night 
during their first home match. 
They wore off quickly though, as 
the Falcons swept Oakland 30-20, 
30-20,30-21 to improve to 2-2 on 
the season. Oakland dropped to 
1-3 on the year. 
The Falcons played three tough 
games as Oakland put pressure 
on them throughout. But a big 
run in the middle of each game 
gave the Falcons some breathing 
room and let them escape with 
the victory. 
"I'm happy about the win 
overall." Flead Coach IX'tiise Van 
IX' Walle said. "He need to lie 
sharper at the net but I think we 
may haw had jitters because it 
was our first home match. It was 
great to get a win and give the 
crowd something to cheer about 
though." 
Kendra Halm led the Falcons 
with 12 kills and hit .400 while 
Stephanie Swiger had 10 kills but 
hit only .208. Corey Domek. the 
team's ieader in kills, was held to 
just 9. Chelsey Meek recorded 19 
digs with Elizabeth Simon get- 
ting 11. 
The team hit .254 for the match 
while holding Oakland to a .053 
hitting percentage. As a team, the 
Falcons only recorded 4 blocks. 
We need to improve on block- 
ing balls," Van DeVvalle said. "We 
played just hard enough to win 
but we didn't generate the kind of 
excitement with big kills or blocks 
that I anticipated, The team just 
has to work the kinks out earlv in 
the season." 
The three games were eerily 
similar in that the first half of each 
game was back and forth. But 
once the Falcons established a 
bit of a lead, there was no turning 
back as they ran away with all 
three games. 
"It was great to finish strong 
because we weren't able to do 
that in our big matches last year," 
Swiger said. "This was a good test 
and we feel good about winning. 
We (lowed better at times than 
the weekend's matches and we 
just need to work on maintaining 
intensity." 
BGSU had 49 kills on the match 
while limiting Oakland to just 32. 
Oakland also committed nine 
more errors than the l-alcons. The 
big leads at the end of each game 
were beneficial as most of the 
Falcons saw some playing time. 
"Our bench did a great job 
stepping in when we need them," 
I laim said. "We played pretty well 
overall but we need to bring a 
more all-around performance 
this weekend. We also need to 
stay aggressive when we are up 
and not let them back in at 
all." 
"We are still looking for a 
solid starting lineup but we have 
the kind of bench to contribute to 
our success," Swiger said. 
The Falcons will travel to Cal 
State Fullerton this weekend for 
a three-game tournament on 
Friday and Saturday. 
The next time the Falcons have 
a home match will be during the 
BGSU Invitational as the Falcons 
will host DeFaul Valparaiso and 
Duquesne that weekend 
Focusing on success 
McCalls focus on execution     Ward restoring pride to "D" 
By Chris Volo.chuk 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Bach day, play like it was your 
last. lake care of business now. 
Those are two of the ideas new 
offensive coordinator Mick 
McCal has tried to drill into his 
players' heads. 
Ian. 19, 2007. McCall was 
promoted to the coordinator 
position after the departure of 
Greg Snidrawa. I le has been the 
quarterback coach for the last 
four years, and will continue to 
handle the signal callers this sea- 
son along with the rest of the 
offense. 
So far. the new job hits been 
exciting. 
"It's been a lot of fun," McCall 
said. "There's a lot of excitement. 
It's being in a new role and build- 
ing new relationships." 
In 2006. the BGSU football 
team ranked near the bottom of 
the Mid-American Conference 
in passing offense, totaling 2,029 
Mick McCall 
Takes over as 
offensive coor- 
dinator but will 
still coach QBs. 
MICK MCCALL 
■ In his fifth season on the 
BG coaching staff 
■ Quarterback coach for first 
four seasons 
■ In his first year as offensive 
coordinator 
■ Will continue to coach 
quarterbacks while running 
the offense. 
yards and 12 touchdowns. 
The running game was solid, 
however, rushing for 2,120 yards, 
19 touchdowns and finishing 
behind only Northern Illinois in 
total rushing offense. 
See MCCALL | Pago 10 
By Chri. Voloichuk 
Assistant Sports Editor 
On the back of a shirt worn 
by BGSU football players this 
year, a message reads "When 
the pride is back, fear is next." 
Last season, BG's defense 
ranked in the middle of the East 
Division of the Mid-American 
Conference in most defensive 
categories. They allowed 1,731 
yards on the ground, finish- 
ing above only Miami (Ohio) 
and Buffalo. Through the air, 
they gave up 2,091 yards and 
15 touchdowns, third place in 
the division. 
In 2007, the goal will be to 
tighten up on that side of the 
ball. 
Enter new defensive coordi- 
nator Mike Ward. After spend- 
ing the past 15 years with the 
team as strength and con- 
ditioning coach and then a 
defensive line coach, he'll be 





his 16th season. 
MIKE WARD 
■ First year as defensive 
coordinator 
■ Been with BG for 15 years 
■ Started out as a strength 
and conditioning coach 
(eight years) 
■ Defensive line coach 
(seven years) 
this season. 
While the new job is an excit- 
ing one. Ward said that he can't 
do everything alone. 
"|The job's] been great," 
Ward said. "But without great 
players and a great support 
See WARD | Page 10 
Brothers being brothers 
Smudas compete, stay close 
By Josh Wh«th«rholt 
Reporter 
It's a bright, sunny day in front 
of the Union. There are two 
young men sitting at a picnic 
table waiting, talking. From far 
away they look nothing alike 
at all. One has brown hair and 
green eyes, the other black hair 
and brown eyes. 
After talking with them for 
one minute, you can tell Aaron 
and Jesse Smuda are definitely 
brothers. 
Aaron and Jesse are both 
running cross country for the 
Falcons this year. Aaron is a for- 
mer BG runner who transferred 
to the University of Michigan 
and came back after a year. 
Aaron was a top-5 runner while 
at BG his freshman year, and 
he finished third on the team 
at the Great lakes Regional 
in 2005. Jesse is an incoming 
freshman hoping to become a 
major asset to the team. 
Aaron came back to BG to 
finish up his education as well 
as take the chance to run with 
his younger brother and help 
with the changeover from high 
school to college running. 
"I came back, one of the main 
reasons, was because my broth- 
I 
JORDAN HOWER    'HtBGNEWS 
ALL IN THE FAMILY: Jesse (left) and Aaron (tight) Smuda may not look alike, but are 
bothers They will be running cross country for BG this season. 
er was coming here, and I want- 
ed to help him with the transi- 
tion to college," Aaron said. 
Jesse-should not need much 
help with the transition to lon- 
ger training because his run- 
ning schedule was hovering 
around 70 miles a week while in 




By Matt Schoolcraft 
Reporter 
The BG women's golf team has 
beefed up its roster (his year 
and is looking to get even better 
in its third year under coach 
Stephanie Young. 
Senior Carley I Irusovsky was 
named captain of the team, 
as she led the team last sea- 
son with a 81.9 stroke average. 
Hrusovsky also earned honors 
last year along with Lindsey 
lonklioff. They were named to 
the National Golf Association's 
All-American Scholar Team. 
Hrusovsky realizes the 
importance of her role within 
the team and is dedicated to 
being an effective leader. 
"It |being captainl means 
leading by example, playing my 
best and practicing as hard as I 
can to show everyone else how 
it needs to be done," Hrusovsky 
said. 
Young said she believes all 
the seniors must provide guid- 
ance for the rest of the team. 
"We have four seniors who 
have been there, done that, 
played in MACChampionships. 
They know what it takes to win, 
they know how to succeed as 
student athletes," Young said. 
"We are going to lean on them 
for leadership." 
The team is bigger than the 
past two years, with a roster of 
10 women. 
For most National College 
Golf Association tournaments, 
only five will qualify to play 
for each team, therefore the 
competition to play has been 
increased within the team. 
"Everyone has to bring their 
A-game to practice in order to 
keep a high level of competi- 
tion. We have to have a good 
level of competitiveness while 
keeping a good team chemis- 
try." Young said. 
Hrusovsky believes the depth 
of this year's squad will benefit 
the overall team performance. 
"It's more competitive within 
the team to qualify for a spot 
to go travel," Hrusovsky said. 
"We need to be very supportive 
of each other. Whoever quali- 
fies, those are the people that 
deserve to play and we need to 
support them." 
Coach Young has high hopes 
going into the season. 
"We broke a school record 
last year, we won one event. 
Now our schedule is stronger, 
we've got more talented players 
and we are trying to raise the 
bar," she said. 
Deep U.S. 
squad has big 
advantage 
By Brian Mahonay 
The Associated Press 
LAS VEGAS — In the marathon 
FIBA Americas early round for- 
mat of eight games in nine days, 
the advantage clearly goes to 
the deepest teams. 
As if the United States needed 
any more help. 
"Obviously, we have depth," 
reserve guard Michael Redd 
said. "Our team is so deep, so 
you're not playing a whole lot of 
minutes. That's what we need 
to win, depth." 
The Americans have more of 
it than any team in the field, a 
big reason they were undefeat- 
ed as they headed into yester- 
day night's second-round game 
against Puerto Rico. 
The U.S. team already has 
the most talented starting 
lineup in the 10-team field, 
but it becomes almost unfair 
when teams are forced to their 
bench. While most don't have 
the luxury of a game changer, 
U.S. coach Mike Krzyzewski's 
usual reserves have included 
an NBA finals MVP (Chauncey 
Billups), a first-team All-NBA 
pick (Amare Stoudemire) and 
his two best shooters (Redd and 
SeeBBALliPagelO 
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high school. 
I ike itn\ brothers, lesse and 
\aron .ire extremely competi- 
tive with each other. As fai as 
t tinning goes, Annul has .1 I on 
pie years ol experience on lesse, 
inn thai does not detei him. 
I try to tin ;is much as pos 
sible |to help lessel, bul often- 
times I'm In .i pack with Eddie 
Kipchogel and othei guys and 
the freshmen keep in their own 
pack," Vaion s.iki. "l think It'll 
be more inn once hr gct^ faster 
because we are reallj competi- 
tive. We have a bii of a rivalry 
going cm. Inn right now he's 
about where I was as a fresh- 
man." 
"I'd say I'm a little hit better," 
lesse retorted. 
I he two say they are ai their 
mosl competitive while play- 
ing every college male's favor- 
ite pastime - Main I here was 
siime more disagreement as in 
who is superior in the name. 
I ma) not he able to heal him 
at running, hut I can heal him at 
everything else, lesse said with 
a laugh. 
\aron and lesse let iheit com- 
petition fuel their desire tn bet- 
iei themselves. However, rather 
"I may not be able to 
beat him at running, 
but I can beat him at 
everything else." 
ynuda | BG runner 
than let it gel in the way. both 
of them want lo help the < ross 
country team become more 
powerful ill the Mid-American 
t i inference I his season. 
lesse plans to Man by "smash- 
ing"  his high school personal 
best oi 16:54 at the lirst meet 
and then go from there. 
Aaron plans lo start thai by 
hulling the large gap between 
the front pack ol I alcoiis and 
the hack pack, a problem which 
plagued the team throughout 
last season. 
I want lo at least score lop 
"i every race, but il I can't do 
thai I'll just run as hard as I can, 
and keep everyone ill the pack 
together,'  Aaron said. "I think 
It's definitely something that the 
seniors. Kevin, Curtis, Brad and 
I have to step up and do." 
Aaron returns officially for the 
falcons and lesse makes his col- 
legiate debut ai 5 p.m. Friday 
when li(l hosts Toledo in their 
annual dual meet 
WARD 
From Page 9 
stall, (defensive coordinator! is 
just a tide. I his is a great oppor- 
tunity lor me. I'm a big picture 
guy, and I want to win football 
games and be successful." 
Ward preaches hard work, 
effort and a great altitude, a phi- 
losophy that has resonated with 
the players, according lo defen- 
sive back loren I largnive. 
"I le wants us lo run lo the ball, 
know our assignments, know 
where to be," I largrove laid. "I le 
wants us lo lock in, play fast and 
play lo the whistle." 
Throughout the long offsea- 
son, Ward has had his players 
working on a number of Ihings, 
including using different checks 
and calls, communicating on 
the field heller and playing 
Easter. 
Above all. Ward has worked 
the mosl on getting the play- 
ers lo tmsl and believe in the 
defensive system, and gel back 
some of the pride lhal was so 
magnified by the shirts. 
"We want to eslablish pride 
in the BG defense, pride that 
migbt've slipped the last couple 
of years," Ward said. 
This season, pride will have 
to be met with continued devel- 
opment and talented play on 
the defensive side of the ball in 
order for the Falcons defense 
lo improve on a 4-8 record and 
fourth place MAC finish. Ward 
enjoys watching his players 
develop and come together, and 
knows lhal there's a lot more- 
work lo do. 
"We're working hard. We just 
have to go from camp phase 
to the Minnesota phase," Ward 
said. "We need lo hone in on 
our assignments and be belter 
as a unit. We need lo be a no- 
name bunch, and when we do 
that, all the individual accolades 
will come." 
Hargrove knows Ward is a 
good fit. 
He's been great, and he's 
been here," Hargrove said. "He 
helped recruit a lot of the guys 
and he knows Ihe system." 
BG's first test of "pride" will 
come on Saturday. 
MCCALL 
From Page 9 
The focus of the 2007 season 
for ihe falcons will be lo make 
the whole offense consistent and 
effective, linns is a key term for 
Ixith the players and for McCall, 
who has a lot of multi-tasking 
lo do. 
"I'm still juggling and coaching 
tin' quarterbacks, and my focus 
has to open up," McCall said. "I 
need to just refocus, get ihe play- 
ers lo have confidence in me and 
earn their respect I have to do 
those daily 
Respect and confidence In the 
"I need to just refocus, get the players 
to have confidence in me and earn their 
respect. I have to do those daily." 
Mick M 'sive Coordinator 
olleiisivesystciiil'ioin the players 
has been earned so far. Freddie 
Barnes, a current receiver who 
spent a considerable amount of 
time at quarterback in 2006, has 
,i history with McCall. 
"I've known him since I've 
been here." Barnes said. "He's 
still the same guy, fiery and pas- 
sinnatc." 
McCall expects quitea bit from 
his players. He has three prin- 
ciples thai he wants everyone 
on ihe offense lo play by: lake 
Can of the hall, don't commit any 
turnovers and make big plays. 
According lo Barnes, McCall 
emphasizes taking care of the 
hall and striving lo l>e perfect. 
Running back Chris Bullock said 
being consistent is also stressed. 
The new offensive system has 
also gotten good reviews from 
the players. 
"IThe olfensel is more spread 
Out" Bullock said. "There are a 
lot more minting routes." 
"There's more simplicity |in 
the olfensel." Barnes said. "'I lie 
whole offense is a lot simpler." 
faking care of the ball, con- 
sistency and execution will be 
the goals of McCall and the 
re-focused Falcons offense in 
2007. Along with the new. sim- 
pler game plan, Barnes recalled 
a saying that McCall frequently 
mates, and one lhal is easier lo 
understand than to say. 
"Make the defender defend 
what he's defending." Barnes 
said. 
Browns to hold back      Hafner, Sizemore power Tribe to win over Twins 
healing Bentley 
By Jo* Milici.1 
Bl HI A. Ohio - Brownscentei 
LeCharles Bentleys comeback 
has been delayed, and cornet 
back Gary Baxter expressed 
frustration yesterday with media 
portrayals ol his return from 
injury 
Cleveland placed Bendey on 
the physically unable to perform 
lisl 10give his SUrgicalh, repaired 
knee mine lime lo heal. 
Bendey has yet to practice, 
Inn hasn't given up on playing 
this season and had hoped to 
begin practicing with the team 
by the end ol August. 
"He's disappointed, but 
because we sal down and we 
talkedaboul it he's been in my 
officeevery week— he appreci- 
ates my concern," Crennel said. 
I've told him all along I want 
the best for him. Not only just 
to get him out on the football 
field bul the best for leChailes 
Bendey." 
B\ placing Bendey on ihe 
PUP list, he will be permitted to 
attend team meetings and con- 
tinue his rehabilitation at the 
team's facility. After six weeks 
on the PUP list the Browns 
will have three weeks to allow 
Bendey to begin practicing, 
If Bentley begins practicing, 
the Browns have three weeks III 
make a decision on his roster 
Status       they can add him to 
the'i't inan roster, place him on 
injured reserve or leave him on 
the PUP list for the rest of the 
season. 
Crennel didn't wani to make a 
rash judgment this week about 
whether Bentley was ready lo 
take the field. 
"During lhal window in 
I li tuber, we can gel him out on 
the field MM\ see where lie's at" 
Crennel said. 
A two-time Pro Howl selec- 
tion with New Orleans, Bentley 
signed a six year. $:((> million 
contract in March 2lKMi to join 
his hometown team, then 
tore   his  left  patellar  tendon 
on the lirst full-contact play ol 
(ievcland s training camp last 
summer. 
Following surgery lo repair 
the tendon, a staph infection 
attacked the knee ,md Bentley 
needed three mole surgeries. 
Bentley has said that doctors 
considered amputating his leg 
at one point 
I lew as cleared to return lo the 
playing field in Inly by liussell 
Warren, the New York Giants 
team doctor who performed 
two of Bentleys operations. 
Goodwill will remain open through our 
remodeling with a temporary Outlet store! 
We're just 50 yards down the sidewalk from our 
current location on 1058 N Main Street. 
We'll have more than 2.000 square leet of 
bedding, furniture, housewares and some apparel 
NOW OPEN! 
Hours Open: 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat. 
Noon - 5:00 p.m. Sunday 
The Goodwill Outlet Store will remain open until 
Ihe grand reopening of our huge new BG store 
and donation center in October 
By Tom Withers 
The Associated Piess 
CLEVELAND—Jake Westbrook 
goi his fourth win of August, 
rookie Asdruhal Cabrera drove 
in the go-ahead run and the 
Cleveland Indians kept a tight 
grip on theALCentral lead with 
a 6-5 win over the Minnesota 
I w ins on yesterday night. 
Travis i lamer nil a two-run 
homer off Bool Bonser (6-111 
and Grady Sizemore added a 
solo shot for the Indians, who 
have won four straight and are 
9-3 since Aug. 15 — the day 
Cabrera replaced losh Barfield 
in the starting lineup. 
Jason Tyner had lour hits 
for the Twins, who fell 7 1/2 
games behind division-leading 
Cleveland. 
The loss overshadowed three 
spectacular defensive plays by 
Minnesota's Torii Hunter. Nick 
I'uiilo and lason Tyner. I holler's 
catch on the dead run before 
(lashing into the center-field 
wall in the seventh was the best 
ni the bunch. 
Westbrook (5-7) allowed 
three runs — all in the fifth 
— and 10 bits in (i 2-;t innings. 
I he right-hander, who spent six 
weeks on the disabled list and 
began the season 1-6, went 1-1 
this month with 1.90 ERA. 
Rafael Perez got one but in 
the seventh, Rafael Betancourt 
worked a perfect eighth and 
loe Borowski. who got a pair 
of needed insurance runs from 
ihe Indians in the eighth, closed 
for his 38th save 
Borowski gave up rookie 
Brian Biischer's first major 
league homer and allowed the 
Twins lo get runners to second 
and third. Hunter's sacrifice 
fly made it 6-5, but Borowski 
struck out lustin Momeau 
looking lo end il. 
Allei Minnesota rallied to tie 
T0N»DEJ«    APPHOW 
PRONK: Cleveland Indians' Travis Halner. right, is congratulated by thud base coach Joel 
Skinnei aftei Hafner hit a two-tun home lun off Minnesota Twins pitchei Boof Bonsef m the 
fust inning of a baseball game yesterday 
it in Ihe fifth, Cabrera's RBI 
single in the bottom hall put 
Cleveland ahead 4-3. 
Kenny Lofton singled and 
moved up on Bonser's errant 
pickoff throw. The Twins inten- 
tionally walked Sizemore with 
two outs to face Cabrera, who 
has sparked the Indians since 
Barfield was benched. 
BBALL 
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Mike Miller), 
I in the Americans, chang- 
ing personnel doesn't mean 
changing playing styles. They 
sometimes have even looked 
heller with the subs In, such 
as when they blew open their 
victory against Canada early 
in ihe second quarter. 
"I don't like lo call them our 
second unit, because each of 
them has a role," Krzyzewski 
said. "To get them thai many 
minutes, we all slay in shape 
and we don't gel overtired. 
"We save our legs, but every 
one gels good wind. The 
way we've been substituting, 
they're accustomed to not pac- 
ing themselves at all. In other 
words, instead of running a 
mile, they're running a 100- 
yard dash." 
A deep rosier is mandatory 
in the Olympic qualifier. After 
playing lour games in the first 
five days against the rest of 
its group, only one team from 
each skle was eliminated. The 
other four moved lo the second 
round, which started without a 
day off in between and features 
four games against the learns 
ttfw 
JAEC HONG 
TAKING IT EASY: Fiom left USA's Caimelo Anthony. Kobe Bryant and Le&on James 
shaie a laugh dining ilieir FIBA Ameiicas Championship basketball game against Mexico 
lhal advanced from the other 
pool — whether they really 
deserved lo or not. 
Puerto Rico, Mexico and 
Venezuela all won hist once in 
the first round, bul that was 
good enough lo earn them 
an extended Vegas vacation, 
lengthening a tournament thai 
seems loo long already. Some 
people aren't even sure vvhal to 
make of the format 
"I don't know, il is vvhal is." 
USA Basketball Managing 
Director Jerry Colangelo said. 
"Look, I didn't even want to be 
here. 1 f we had done ou r job last 
summer we wouldn't be here, 
bul we are. and so we have to 
play 10games in 12 days. We've 
got a good rosier, it's deep. I 
think you'll be able to use a lot 
of players in most games and 
let's just gel through it." 
Not every team can. former 
I'liislniigh guard Carl Krauser. 
playing for the U.S. Virgin 
islands, was hospitalized with 
dehydration while playing four 
consecutive days. Perimeter- 
oriented Puerto Rico struggled 
whenever il was forced lo go 
long stretches without Peter 
lohn Ramos, iis only real cen- 
ter. 
"Every time he goes into foul 
lrouble, it's lough for us lo slay 
in the game because we lose 
our big guy,'' Puerto Rico guard 
Carlos Arroyo said. 
That's ihe kind of thing 
the Americans shake off. 
kr/.y zewski said the Americans 
faced "adversity" when starters 
Carmelo Anthony and Dwight 
Howard were in foul trouble 
and reserve l'ayshaun Prince 
was injured againsl Brazil. Bul 
with other players stepping up, 
the Americans had little trou- 
ble overcoming it in a 113-76 
victory. 
The U.S. depth could be a 
huge factor tomorrow night 
against Croup A champ 
Argentina, which is here with- 
out many of its lop stars and 
will be playing for ihe eighth 
consecutive day. That s a sched- 
ule no NBA player could imag- 
ine, and l.cBron lames' said it 
even caught up a bit to the 
Americans during Iheir some- 
what sluggish performance 
Monday night againsl Mexico. 
But they think ihev can han- 
dle it. 
"We are very excited about 
what's going on," lames said. 
"Right now were all confident 
and sky high. So we can play a 
lot of games, you know, that's 
fine with our guys. We need to 
lake care of our bodies and gel 
ready lo play." 
Wednesday, August 29 
Five Times August 
9 p.m. • Bowen-Thompson Student 
Union, Multipurpose Room 
The one-man music project known as Five 
Times August has tunes showcased on 
MTV's Laguna Beach, and the CW's One 
Tree Hill. 




MAKE YOUR HOME AT: 
• Haven House Manor • Mini Mall Apts.(downtown) 
• Fox Run Apts. • Triplex 
• Piedmont "Newly Renovation"    • Houses 
• Updated Birchwood 
- small pets allowed ,   . 
see our website or 
jd     (j^t^L      call for more details 







Mon-Frl: 8-12 & 1-4:30 
530 S. Maple St. 
419-352-9378 
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Idaho senator's charges may see review    Fines Issued Over 
Ohio Smoking Ban By Matthew Daly 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON Senate 
Republican leaders called lor an 
ethics committee review yester- 
day into Idaho Sea Larry Craigs 
guilty plea In a police sting opera- 
tion ibis summer In an airport 
men's room. 
Republican  leaders  also  are 
"examining other aspects of the 
case to see if additional action is 
requited," Sea Mitch McConneU 
and other top GOP lawmak- 
ers said in a written statement 
obtained by The Associated Press. 
They released the statement 
shortly before ("rain's scheduled 
appearance before television 
cameras in Boise, bis first pub 
lie comments since confirming 
his guilty plea to a misdemeanor 
charge of disorderly conduct 
Craig entered his plea several 
weeks after an undercover police 
office) in Minneapolis arrested 
him and filed a complaint that 
said the three-term senator hail 
engaged in actions "often used by 
persons communicating a desire 
to engage in sexual conduct" 
The bathroom incident in the 
Minneapolis  airport  occurred 
on |une 11. (Iraig signed bis plea 
papers on Aug. I. and word of 
the events surfaced on Monday. 
jot JUZEWSKI 
ADDRESS THE PRESS: Senator Larry Craig. R-ldaho speaks to reporters 
The senator issued a statement 
Monday night that said, "In 
hindsight I should have pled 
not guilty.'' 
The statement by McGmnell 
and other members of the GOP 
leadership was brief — and con- 
tained no words of support for 
their veteran colleague. 
"This is a serious matter. Due 
to the leported and disputed cir- 
cumstances, and the legal resolu- 
tion of this serious case, we will 
recommend that Senator Craigs 
incident be reported to the Senate 
Ethics Committee for its review/1 
they said. 
The statement did not speci- 
fy what other actions might be 
under consideration. 
The married Craig, 62, has 
faced minors about his sexuality 
since the 1980s, but allegations 
that he has engaged in gay sex 
have never been substantiated. 
Craig has denied the assertions, 
which he calls ridiculous. 
The arrest changes that dynam- 
ic, said lasper LiCalzi, a political 
science professor at Albertson 
College of Idaho in Caldvvell, 
Idaho. I le cited the 1 louse page 
scandal that drove Florida Rep. 
Mark loley from office. 
"TTiere'sacbancethat he'll resign 
over this," LiCalzi said. "With 
the pressure on the Republican 
Party, he could be pressured to 
resign. If they think this is going 
to be something that's the same 
as Mark holey — the sort of'drip, 
drip, drip, there's more informa- 
tion that's going to come out' — 
they may try to push him out." 
Already Craig has stepped 
down from a prominent role 
with Mitt Romney's presidential 
campaign. He bad been one of 
Romney's top Senate supporters, 
serving as a Senate liaison for the 
campaign since February. 
"1 le did not want to be a distrac- 
tion and we accept bis decision," 
said Matt Rhoades. a Romney 
campaign spokesman. 
According to a llennepin 
County. Minn., court docket. 
Craig pleaded guilty to a disorder- 
ly conduct charge on Aug. 8, with 
the court dismissing a charge of 
gross misdemeanor interference 
to privacy. 
The conn docket said Craig 
paid $575 in fines and fees and 
was put on unsupervised proba- 
tion for a year. A sentence of 10 
days in the county workhouse 
was stayed. 
According to the prosecutor's 
complaint, obtained yesterday 
In   I be Associated l>ress. airport 
police Sgt. Dave Karsnia, who 
was investigating allegations of 
sexual conduct in airport rest- 
rooms, went into a stall shortly 
after noon on lime 11 and closed 
the door. 
COLUMBUS — Twenty-nine 
fines have been levied against 
Ohio taverns, veterans balls and 
even a cab company suspected 
of violating the state's new pub- 
lic smoking ban. It is the first 
wave of SICM) fines to be issued 
since voters approved the ban in 
November. 
liinmy Valentine, manager at 
lay's I itkesidelnn in Middlelown, 
said his tavern received a warn- 
ing letter, but he was unaware of 
the $100 fine. 
"I wouldn't payanyof the fines. 
Valentine said. "HI take it all the 
way to the Supreme Court if I 
have to. Every bar in Middlelown 
is allowing | peoplel to smoke." 
The statewide ban covers 
most public places, including 
restaurants, bars and work- 
places. It exempts retail tobacco 
stores, family-owned busi- 
nesses, designated hotel rooms 
and enclosed areas of nursing 
homes. Enforcement began 
in May, according to the Ohio 
Department of Health. 
Valentine said the dining room 
at the inn became non-smoking 
three years ago. Hut be said the 
facility-wide ban has cost the 
inn more than Sl.000 a week in 
lost business. 
Most of the businesses fined 
were restaurants or bars. Light 
were veterans balls, which bad 
unsuccessful fought for tin 
exemption as private dubs. 
kristopher Weiss, spokesman 
for the slate health department 
said yesterday that the agen 
cy relies on complaints before 
launching investigations. He 
said the fined groups and busi- 
nesses I ia\ e 30days K i request an 
administrative bearing. 
State health officials bad pre 
dieted in May that assessing the 
initial fines could take months 
because accused businesses get 
a warning letter alter a first vio- 
lation — which follows a formal 
complaint and investigation. 
The  $100  lines are  for sec 
ond violations. A third offense 
can result in a S500 line: fourth 
offense. $1,000;  fifth or more. 
$2500 
Health department offi- 
cials said enforcement of 
the ban is handled primar 
ilyhy local health departments. 
Complaints are filed at the 
state level and referred to local 
health boards, which do the 
Investigating, send warning let 
ters, levy fines and hold admin- 
istrative bearings. 
Corporate owner of Arby s looks 
to buy Wendy's International Inc. 
DUBLIN, Ohio (AIM Wendy's 
International Inc. has agreed 
to let a major shareholder have 
access to crucial information 
about the third-largest ham- 
burger chain so he cm decide 
whether to bid for the company. 
Billionaire Investor Nelson 
Pelt/ has said bis company, 
Triarc Cos.. which owns t.i-i 
food chain Arhy's. would be a 
natural buyer for Wendy's. He 
said last month that be was 
ready to otter S:i7 to SI 1 per 
share in a deal that would peg 
Wendy's total value between 
$3.2 billion and $3.6 billion. 
Wend) s agreed to provide 
I'ell/ with confidential and pro- 
prietary information, according 
to a letter filed yesterday with 
federal regulators. 
Pelt/, who runs the Irian 
Fund, said in luly that he and 
bis allies had increased their 
Wendy's stake to 9.8 percent of 
the company's total shares. 
Wendy's formed a committee 
in \pnl in determine ways to 
boost its stock price, including 
a possible sale. 
Wendy's shares rose 70 cents, 
or 2.2 percent, to $32.69 yester- 
day. I be shares traded as high 
as$42inlune. 
I'eltz spokeswoman Carrie 
Bloom declined to comment. 
Wendy's spokesman Denny 
Lynch confirmed that an 
agreement was reached with 
Pelt/, to release the informa- 
tion, but would not comment 
beyond that. 
In the past year, Wendy's 
has spun off its Tim Mortons 
coffee-and-dougbnut chain 
and sold its money-losing Baja 
Fresh Mexican Grill following 
pressure from Pelt/ and other 
investors to boost the value of 
Wendy's stock. 
Pelt/, also gained control of 
three seats on the company's 
board last year. 
Taliban agrees to release 19 South 
Korean church volunteer hostages 
Astabula river to recieve environmental clean up 
ASHTABUI.v Onto (API     V rivet 
that was neaiK dcvl.ucdalJ s.l r\ 
Superfund site is bcingdredged ,il 
a cost of $62 million, which could 
make the toxic waterway swim- 
mablein five years, 
Giant sluglike sacks are tilling 
up outside \sht.ihiila Harbor, 
holding in tin-it bulging bellies 
the toxic dregs of past Industrial 
decades. 
The Ashtabula River, about 50 
miles northeast ol Cleveland has 
long been considered among the 
most |xillutcd sins along the I akc 
Erie shore, it tiastit been dredged 
since 1962. 
III the subsequent 45 years, 
its bottom was soiled by cancer- 
causing pulychlorinatcri biphe- 
nyls, low-level radioactive mate- 
rials, heavy metals, and oil and 
grease from chemical plants and 
other heavy industry that has 
since scaled back cleaned up or 
simply shut down and left the 
economically depressed area. 
But the polluted soil left behind 
on the riverbed rose all those 
years so high that Canada geese 
could actually wade across in 
some places, observers said. The 
increasingly shallow waters lim- 
itedshipping and boating 
Sport anglers also were warned 
not local contaminated fish — an 
"It's been a long 
time coming, but its 
happening." 
awful irony for a city whose very 
name means "river of many fish" 
in its American Indian tongue. 
But by next month, the 
Ashtabula River should be half- 
way home toward a full cleanup. 
Two dredging barges scour the 
river bottom 24 hours a day. suck- 
ing in 5.000 gallons of water and 
mud each minute and piping it 2 
1 2 miles away into the giant plas- 
tic bags now piled 29 feet high ill a 
permanent holding facility. 
"It'sheena long lime coming, but 
it's happening," slid Rick Brewer, 
one of the 1994 originators and 
now coordinator of the Ashtabula 
River Partnership, a public-private 
Organization managing the proj- 
ect "T his river is being cleaned up, 
and this town is excited about it." 
All of the soil from the dredges 
is pumped into the seven-layer- 
thick filter bags, which allow the 
water to seep out. The toxic din. 
however, stays behind in the land- 
fill, which is lined with thick, plas- 
tic sheeting to keep any sludge 
from leaching out. 
The site, now 29 feet high with 
six layers of filter bags and grow- 
ing weekly, will be monitored 
for 50 years, according to its 
Environmental Protection Agencj 
permit.The cleaned water is then 
returned to the river through a 
pipe. 
"Now, we think this river could be 
swimmahle in three to five years," 
Brewer said. "That's probably hard 
to imagine for some people, but I 
think it could happen." 
The Ashtabula River was in 
danger of being listed as a U.S. 
EPA Superfund cleanup site in the 
early 1990s, said loe Mayemick. 
executive director of Growth 
Partnership for Ashtabula ("ounly. 
"This could have ended very 
badly and cost millions and mil- 
lions more." Mayemick said. 
"When the partnership formed to 
talk about cleaning up this river, il 
involved people that could have 
been suing each other, but instead 
found a way to work it out." 
Winnie-the-Pooh 
I he real Christopher Robin came up with the 
name for his stuffed bear by combining the 
name of an actual bear at the London Zoo. 
"Winnie," with the name he'd given to a pet 
swan, Pooh. As for the mysterious "the," Milne 
recounts in "Winnie-the-Pooh" that it was 
apparently added by Christopher Robin to help 
denote the fact that he considered Pooh to be a 
male hear, since Winnie was considered a girl's 
name at the time. 
By Amir Shah 
The Associated Press 
GHAZNI, Afghanistan — 
Taliban militants agreed yester- 
day to release 19 South Korean 
church volunteers held hostage 
for six weeks after Seoul reaf- 
firmed a pledge to withdraw its 
troops by year's end and pre- 
vent Christian missionaries 
from working in Afghanistan. 
The militants apparently 
backed away from demands for 
a prisoner exchange. But the 
Taliban, who killed two South 
Korean hostages last month, 
could emerge with enhanced 
political legitimacy for negoti- 
ating successfully with a foreign 
government. 
Also, yesterday, a suicide 
bomber attacked NATO troops 
helping build a bridge in east- 
ern Afghanistan, killing three 
American soldiers, a U.S.official 
said. The official spoke on con- 
dition of anonymity because 
not all families had been noti- 
fied. NATO, in announcing the 
attack, said six soldiers also 
were wounded. 
The accord for the South 
Koreans' release came during 
one of the bloodiest periods of 
the Taliban's war against U.S. 
and NATO forces since the 
Taliban regime was toppled 
in late 2001 after the Sept. 11 
attacks on the United States. 
South Korea's decision to 
hold face-to-face negotiations 
with the militants may dismay 
the United States government, 
which refuses to talk to the 
Taliban. 
"Maybe they [the Taliban] 
did not achieve all that they 
demanded, bin they achieved 
a lot in terms of political cred- 
ibility." said Mustafa Aland 
director of security and terror- 
ism studies at the Dubai-based 
Gulf Research Center. "The fact 
that the Koreans negotiated with 
them directly and more or less 
in their territory... is in itself an 
achievement." 
Stale Department spokesman 
Tom Casey said yesterday thai 
the U.S. wanted the Koreans 
relurned lo their families and 
stressed that U.S. policy was not 
to make concessions to terror- 
ists. 
FALLEN: This photo shows Sgt Jan M 
Argonrsh. an adviser killed Monday. 
The Taliban kidnapped 2;t 
Koreans as they traveled by bus 
from Kabul to Kandahar on luly 
19. The militants killed two male 
hostages in late luly then heed 
Iwo women captives earlier Ibis 
month, 
laliban spokesman Uari Yenisei' 
Ahmad! said thai die South 
Koreans—mostly women in their 
20s and 3<)s — would be freed "in 
the coming days" and that tribal 
elders would act as go-betweens. 
I legave no further details. 
The deal for the hostages 
release was struck during talks 
between Taliban negotiators 
and South Korean diplomats 
in the central city of (iha/ni. 
The Afghan government was 
not party to the negotiations, 
which were medialed by the 
International Committee of the 
Red Cross. 
The  hostages'  relatives   In 
South Korea welcomed news of 
the deal. 
"I would like to dance," said 
Clio Myungbo. mother ol 28 
year-old hostage I eeloo-yeon. 
Si mill    Korean    presidential 
spokesman Cheon Ho-sun said 
the deal had been reached "on the 
condition thai South koie.i with 
draws troops by the end of the 
year and South Korea suspends 
missionary work in Afghanistan," 
Seoul already bad slid il would 
withdraw its 200 soldiers in the 
country this year. It also has 
sought to prevent missionaries 
bom traveling to countries where 
they are not wanted 
I he South Korean government 
and relatives oil he hostages have 
stressed   that   the   kidnapped 
South Koreans were not Christian 
missionaries, but were doing aid 
work. 
Missionaries from South Korea 
and do/ens of other countries 
have historically been active in 
Afghanistan, and there is no way 
of knowing bow many are in the 
country. Most operate without 
the knowledge of their govern 
ments, and there is some dis- 
agreement about the boundaries 
between missionary work, pros- 
elytizing and Christian-inspired 
aid efforts, 
laliban commander Mullah 
Basheer told reporters alter the 
talks that the militants would say 
today when and how the cap 
rives would be freed. 
Taliban spokesmen have insist 
ed they had no interest in a ran 
som payment. I be Soul b Korean 
presidential spokesman. Cheon. 
told The Associated Press thai 
be bad been informed by South 
Korean officials in Afghanistan 
that money was not discussed 
with the Taliban. 
Acce ptio9 
HROP & SUMMIT TERRACE 
,   "" -    ceniw"'/  NO      COMPAR 1  S  O   N 
AMENITIES Winthrop & Summit Terrace PROPERTY* PROPERTY B PROPERTYC 
Apartment Size 2 Bed/1 Bath 4bed/2 bath 4 bed/4 bath 3 bed/I 5 bath 
# of Roomates d> 4 4 3 
Rent $570($285 each) $1196($299 each) $1292 ($323 each) $900($300 each) 
Gas $0 $44 all electric $114 
Electric $20 $72 $140 $97 
Water $0 $0 $120 Included w/Electric 
Trash $0 $0 $0 $0 
Basic Cable $44 $44 $0 $44 
Internet $0 $0 $0 $48 
Parking No Monthly Charge No Monthly Charge $15 per month each No Monthly Charge 
Pool Yes (2 Pools) Yes No No 
Private Shuttle Yes Yes No  No 1 
Total Costs Per Month        $634 ($317 each) $1352 ($339 each) $1642 ($403 each) $1203 ($401 each) 
Security Deposit $200 ($100 each) $600 ($150 each) $1292 ($323 each) $500 ($167 each) 
'Hole An utilities m 
Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price! 
Wintlimp & Summit Terrace Apts • Office  400 E   Napoleon Rd • 419 352 9135 
www.winthiopiorrace.com • email its   winthrop@gerclenich.com 
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CITY 
From Page 7 
"Thai's what we're here for." 
i letrick said. "We don't know 
iliout Hitter problems] if we 
don't hear about them." 
Litter enforcement is a top 
priority for city police, he said, 
cause it's something locals 
care about and can affect the 
quality oflife. 
It a city police officer spots 
someone littering on private 
property, the litteter could be 
fined $75 for his or her first 
offense; 
Kcsidents who have litter out- 
side (heir own homes — most 
likely aftera party — are usually 
given an hour to clean up before 
they're cited, Hetrick said. 
Still, not all locals face 
the weekend trash Moore 
describes. 
Pain Romero, 36, who lives 
in a subdivision off of llaskins 
Road, said she's never faced 
more than busy restaurants 
and city streets when students 
return to campus. Romero, who 
has lived in BowlingGreen since 
1998, said those who live closer 
to the University should expect 
more trash and disturbances. 
"If you live closer to campus, 
you get what you pay for," she 
said. 
lason Ko, 42, who lives near 
Wintergarden Road, said he 
appreciates the resources the 
University provides the city. 
It may take some time to get 
used to move-in week but there 
are many more benefits, he 
said. 
Not only is the University the 
city's top employer, he said, but 
it also provides resources to 
local schools, shows and other 
activities. 
"IBowling Green is] a good 
small town to raise your family 
in," he said. 
To make life less frustrat- 
ing for locals who live closer to 
campus, Moore thinks students 
should help clean up the trash. 
Student organizations could 
"do a lot of good" if they took 
turns scanning the neighbor- 
hoods near campus and pick- 
ing up trash, she said. 
Gty Editor Tim Sampson con- 
tributed to this report. 
BGEX 
From Page 8 
The section also educates new 
students on volunteer opportu- 
nities, employment, places to 
socialize and so on. 
Anne Boggs. freshman, felt 
the community relations sec- 
tion was essential to fitting in to 
the University. 
"It's hard to discuss an entire 
community in such a short 
period of time, but 1 feel that 
this section acted as a pre- 
view of what's to come." Boggs 
said. "It hit the basics, which is 
important, since most of us are 
not from Bowling Green. Sure, 
there is much more to learn, hut 
overall, 1 felt that I came out of 
this section having a new sense 
and feel for the city of Bowling 
Green." 
Other students such as fresh- 
man F.ric MacDonaU feel the 
section was not useful and stu- 
dents should learn about the 
community they live in one-on- 
one. 
"I'm from Maumee so I know 
and experienced Bowling 
Green already," MacDonald 
said. "Everyone is going to learn 
everything on their own." 
HEMINGER 
From Page 8 
and students should be more 
involved with Undergraduate 
Student Government and 
Graduate Student Senate. 
But, 1 leminger also says, stu- 
dents are good members of the 
community and there are only 
a few people that ruin the stu- 
dent reputation for everyone. 
Most people are respectful 
and the community enjoys the 
students, Heminger said. 
After graduating from BGSU, 
Heminger says he is still in the 
area because he enjoys being 
around campus and the sur- 
rounding area. 
"I like the area and campus. 
It's comfortable to me." he 
said. 
Psychology professor Mike 
"This is your town 
and what builds a 
positive community 
is to contribute your 
individuality and 
take in those individ- 
ualities around you." 
George Agich | BGeX Director 
This year, faculty members 
who live in Bowling Green had 
the opportunity to act as liai- 
sons to the community. And, 
some faculty members and peer 
facilitators took their students 
on tours of downtown, which is 
something not done commonly 
in the past. 
"We asked faculty and leaders 
of the community to come in to 
put a face to the town," Agich 
said. "We are telling students 
that BG is a part of all of us and 
welcome to our neighborhood." 
For those sections that did 
not take a tour, the short film 
they watched acted as a quick 
guide to what the town has to 
offer. 
"The video was a crucial 
aspect of the community sec- 
tion of BGeX. It was important 
to actually see, not just listen 
to, what the community has 
to offer," Boggs said. "Since my 
group didn't go on a tour, the 
video acted as a quick mini- 
tour. Every community mem- 
ber that talked in the video 
seemed very nice and welcom- 
ing." 
The whole section is run by 
community leaders, faculty and 
students who meet and brain- 
storm ways to get ideas and 
news in the community across. 
Also, they discuss what they 
would like students to know. 
According to Dr. Agich, being 
protective and almost parental 
is an important role of the com- 
munity outside of the University. 
The community relations sec- 
tion was not made to tell stu- 
dents what they can and can not 
do. It was made to tell students 
to be safe and smart in whatever 
choices they make. 
"This is your town and what 
builds a positive community is 
to contribute your individual- 
ity and take in those individu- 
alities around you," said Agich. 
Zickar explains that any cam- 
pus that has students living 
with permanent residents will 
always face problems. 
"Every campus that has stu- 
dents living within an exist- 
ing Icommunityl has issues 
between students and perma- 
nent residents," he said. 
Zickar feels Heminger is a 
valuable member to have on 
council because of his history 
with students and residents. 
"1 think Gordy IHeminger] 
has done a great job on council. 
He has connections between 
both groups of constituents. 
He owns a house in the First 
Ward plus during the day he 
works with students on a regu- 
lar basis," Zickar said. 
John Fawcett, city adminis- 
trator, has seen I leminger work 
first hand. 
He   said   the  relationship 
between city and campus is a 
positive one and city govern- 
ment has a lot of experience 
working with students. 
"1 think that the relationship 
is positive. City government 
has a long history of working 
with students in various boards 
and commissions and a history 
of having students serve on city 
council," Fawcett said. 
Fawcett also thinks 
Heminger is doing a good job 
and making an effective differ- 
ence on city council. 
"Gordy IHeminger] is very 
effective on city council. He 
is an excellent representative 
of the students and the non- 
student bodies. He is an excel- 
lent communicator and he has 
the interest of the community 
and his official capacity on city 
council," Fawcett said. 
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ACROSS 
1 Asian desert 
5 Mary's follower 
9 Reinvigorated 
14 Bales or King 
15 Strongly assert 
16 Unverified info 
17 Coating of ice 
18 Solitary 
19 Old-womanish 
20 Two rooms? 
23 Rolodex info 
24 Camera letters 
25 Roller coaster unit 
28 Per person 
31 Spring holy day 
36 Commotions 
38 Wyle or Webster 
40 Vikinglike 
41 Two rooms? 
44 Beethoven dedicatee 
45 Espied 
46 Old SSS category 
1 Attire 
2 Musical medley 
3 The Crimson Tide, to fans 
4 Physically inactive 
5 W. Coast state of mind? 
6 Makeup marketer 
7 Fix 
8 Makes beer 
9 Like a rose 
10 Ladder part 
11 Jannings of old films 
12 Lone 
13 Otto I's realm 
21 One of the Tweedles 
22 -de-France 
25 Pole of Highland 
games 
26 Dancer Astaire 
27 "The Thinker" sculptor 57 
29 Corn holders? 
30 Rabbits' kin 
32 NYC distnet 
33 Threefold 
34 Medieval serfs 
35 Majestic 
37 Freelancer's enc. 
39 Dickens character 
42 Nightgown 
Short account 














47 Play the wrong suit 
49 Went fast 
51 Night school subj. 
52 Mauna  _ volcano 
54 Bill's partner? 
56 Two rooms? 
64 "The _ Archipelago" 
65 Hydrox rival 
66 Cookbook author Rombauer 
67 Mountain ridge 
68 Go on a tirade 
69 Puffed up 
70 To the point 
71 On the sheltered side 
72 Diminutive ending 
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USG 
From Page 7 
to the students and that has to 
change." 
One of the requirements that 
Lewis plans to focus on is elec- 
tricity. 
"Some apartments and hous- 
es still use fuses as a current for 
electricity which are outdated 
and unsafe." he said. "I would 
like to see circuit breakers, which 
are safer, more standard across 
the board." 
Though it may take months or 
even years before USG sees any 
progress regarding their plans, 
their previous projects have been 
successful even if improvement 
was slow-moving. 
last spring, the crosswalk 
across from the intramural fields 
on Mercer Road was improved 
due to the efforts of USG and city 
officials. 
Tom Bethany, the former 
head of City. State and National 
Liaison, decided that something 
needed to be done after hearing 
numerous reports from students 
who claimed they had almost 
been hit crossing the street. 
"At the general city meetings, I 
always bugged officials about the 
crosswalk," Bethany said. "I sent 
e-mails as well, and after about a 
year we finally had things run- 
ning." 
Work on the crosswalk began 
after the frozen winter ground 
thawed at the start of spring. 
Crosswalk signs, solar-powered 
blinking signals and more clear- 
ly defined lines in the road were 
added. 
"I think the improvements 
give self-confidence to pedes- 
trians," Bethany said. "At night 
the crosswalk lights are always 
blinking and help people cross 
the street safely without fear of 
injury as they can now be seen 
by the drivers." 
But Bethany insists that the 
crosswalk would never have 
been finished without the col- 
laboration between the dty and 
USG. 
"City officials were willing to 
work with us and were extreme- 
ly cooperative," he said. "It took 
awhile to get done, but these 
things do lake time and people 
must realize that they have to lx' 
patient in order to see change." 
"As long as city officials and 
USGkeepfocused,' Bothanysaid. 
"improvements and renovations 
within the city and the campus 
will inevitably get done." 
When yon feel in your gut what you are 
and I hen dynamically pursue tl - don l back 
down and don 'tgtiv up - then yon 're going to 
myolily a lot <>/ folkd. 
II..I. Dylan 
QUOTE OF THE DAY 
- August 29" 2007 
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FOUND. Male cat, by DQ, white w/ 
blk spots Approx. 6 mo's. Contact 
Toledo Humane Society. 
419-891-0705 
Per 
Bellydance-YOGA at Radiance mind 
body studio Come get your bliss fix 
with our fabulous classes. Located at 
437 S. Main St. Rm. 3 Call 




'BARTENDING' up to S300/day No 
exp. necessary Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174. 
Attention Part Time Work, $15.25 
base-appl   customer sales/service, 
no exp. nee. conditions apply, all 
ages 17*. call now 419-865-5150, or 
apply on line at 
www worKlotsluQenls.corn 
Ivpoi. #> 
IV? Blocks From Campus 
1 Bedrooms: 
Studios: from $309 
I Bedrooms: from $435 
c*, Petit 
On Stti Landry 
Pi+nrtt tamca/rathi 
ttert lerrri LMIII Avail 
41U-3S2-7B91 EH 
Hand addressing envelopes tor Wa- 
terville office Work from home, pay 
by piece email contact info to: 
ofticeattomrichard com 
Child care for home-schooled 8 & 12 
yr olds. Tues S Thurs. days Non- 
smoker, have reliable trans. 8 excel- 
lent driving record 419-874-6467 
Childcare needed, 3 days. 8am-5pm. 
in our Perrysburg home. Reliable 
trans, needed. m.childcare@hotmail 
com 
Part time wait staff & bartenders 
wanted. Apply at LaRoe's in Grand 
Rapids, OH 
Gymnastics Coach Enthusiastic 8 
dedicated individual for competitive 
team, levels 5 8 6 12 ITS per wk 
Knowledge of compulsory routines 
helpful Located on BGSU campus. 
Call BG Gynmastics Academy at 
419-575-4359 
Uraku Japanese Restaurant 
Now hiring servers & cooks. 
419-352-7070 
f 709 5th Street 
APARTMENTS 
2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A 
Shuttle stop across the street 
$52S/month Full Year Lease 
For Rental Information: 
Contact Jack at 
1-800-829-8638 
or Steve at 
V        (419)352-1150       JJ 
Child care center now hiring care 
givers for days, eves. weekends 
Send resume or apply in person. 580 
Craig Dr., Suite 2, Perrysburg OH 
43551. info@kidzwatch net 
YMCA child care group leaders. Im- 
mediate openings. Available shifts, 
Mon thru Fri. 6 30-9 00am 8 
3 00-6 00pm Contact Sara 
419-251-9622. 
Nanny w/ child care exp. needed to 
care lot 1 girl (age 3) in our BG 
home weekday mornings 9:30 to 
12:30 MWF and/or TH $8 00-S10.00 
hr. dep. on exp. Good rets , reliable 
car 8 child care exp. req 419-353- 
5363 
Day & night hostesses & servers 
needed Ground Round. 
419-482-5500. Interviews will be 
Tues 8 Thurs. from 2 to 4. 
Part-time cleaning, home 8 office 
EXPERIENCED 
419-352-4659 
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National 
Leadership and Honors Organization 
with over 70 chapters across the 
country, is seeking motivated stu- 
dents to assist in starling a local 
chapter (3.0 GPA Required) Contact 
Rob Miner, Director of Chapter De- 
velopment at tminer®salhonor5, 
on 
Subleaser Needed! Enclave I apt 
avail, for sublease 1 male occup to 
till vacancy of 4 man apt. Furn., $324 
mo plus util. Call Kyle 419-206-0985 
For Sale 
3 bdrm. brick ranch. 273 State St 2 
blks from BGSU 1 1/2 baths. AC, 
double garage, appliances Call 
419-352-3478 
ECLIPSE GT - Vehicle includes: Up- 
graded sound system with 12 in. 
subwoofers & amp. Non-smoker. 
Leather Seats. Power Brakes. Power 
Locks/Mirrors. Power Windows, 
ABS, Power Sunroof, Air Condition- 
ing. Tilt Steering Wheel, Cruise Con- 
trol, Tinted Glass, Dual Front Air 
Bags, Front Seat Side Air Bags, Fog 
Lamps. Rear Spoiler, 119k miles. 
Very clean interior, looks 8 runs 
great!" $7700 - contact Ryan at 
419-308-6984 
Small relrigerator for sale. 3.2 cu ft 
Size 33-hx18"wx19"d. $75.00 
Call 419-354-3405 
Twin size bed w/ pocket head board. 
3 drawer dresser w/ storage well, 
mirror 8 cork board $75 ea or $125 
tor set 419-360-7949 
4I9-292-I99O 
I 
Buy 2 get one free on all jewelry*** 
mwiwn«?.<?c>m/8t<!ff|adc|iytipns 
Tattooing by Infinite Art 
I 
($300 incl util) Ret teach Share 
house w/ protessor/grad stdt. Lg. 
older BG home 4 bdrms 2 w.b.f.p., 
wood lot, out bldgs   Pymt neg. Lv. 
msg 419-241-1200. ext  1214 
" Avail, now Rooms. $225 mo 4 
bdrm free internet cartyrentals.com 
Call 419-353-0325 
2 bdrm apartments avail, immed. 
Short term possible Pets allowed 
419-409-1110 
227 N Prospect 5 bdrm„ appliances 
includ.. 3 to 5 tenants, tree pkg . rent 
neg 419-308-2676 
3 bdrm house 8 apt on Manville 
next to water tower 
419-352-5239 
854 8th St 1 bdrm . full kitchen, lots 
of parking. $400 mo 8 elec No pets 
9 8 12 mo lease (419)392-3354 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St 
Call 419-354-9740 
Sept Special!! $200 off 1st mo's. 
rent Studio 8 1 bdrm. apts start at 
$365 Pets welcome. 419-352-0590. 
Spacious new 4 bdrm. house. 2 1/2 
baths, walk-in closet, w/in 5 min. of 
BGSU $1200 mo 732-406-6653. 
Did You Know. 
Americans eat more 
than 16 billion hot dogs 
each year. 
